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UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA. DECEMBER 12, 1912
“jtlerrp Christmas, JWerrp Christmas!”
TI HOSE are the words that will be voiced by millions of Christians on the anniversary of the birth of 
Christ. 1̂ There are among those
millions multitudes w ho wish their fellows “M erry  C hrist­
mas” as a m atter of formality. This is part of the system of 
strict conventionality in the lives of people w ho call them ­
selves Christians. T hat so many people give their “M erry  
Christmas” w ith  no sincerity in their hearts, w ith  no good­
w ill in the expression, has laid the basis for the assertion 
that Christmas is a commercial holiday—the day of obli­
gatory givingandungrate- 
ful receiving. Q Perhaps 
the Christian people of 
the world have forgotten 
the full meaning of Christ­
mas — perhaps w e have 
forgotten that the true 
Christmas spirit does not 
involve the mere giving 
and receiving of g if ts .
T hat is a substantial ex ­
pression of the feeling in 
the hearts of men. If we 
forget that Christm as is 
a day of “good will on 
earth and peace to all 
mankind” we forget one 
of the fundamental prin­
ciples of C h r is t ia n ity .
€J Perhaps, too, w e have 
forgotten that our religion 
teaches us to keep in our 
hearts every day a feel­
ing of friendliness, ten ­
derness, u n se lfish n ess  
and sympathetic com­
radeship for our fellows.
In the rush and hurry  of 
p ro g ress iv e  civilization 
w e have forgotten this.
Today w e think of our­
selves, of our “company”
and let the others do the same. A nd still w e claim to rep- 
present cultured Christianity, T he world owes us noth­
ing, but think of the great debt w e owe the world. For 
w hat happiness and health w e have, w e are indebted to the 
world. W e  can never settle the debt in its entirety; w e can 
never repay the world for w hat she gives us. W e  may have 
to fight for w hat we get, but the w orld never withholds 
from us our just due, if w e make a lair, stern fight. W e  
may in part settle this obligation by allowing our Christian 
impulses to superpose the modern day animality.
T
PEACE A N D  GOOD W IL L
The time draws near the birth of 
Christ;
The moon is hid; the night is still; 
The Christmas bells from hill to hill 
Answer each other in the midst.
Four voices of four hamlets round, 
From far and near, on mead and moor. 
Swell out and faih as if a door 
W ere shut between me and the sound.
Each voice, four changes on the wind, 
That now dilate, and now decrease, 
Peace and good wilh good will and 
peace,
Peace and good will to all mankind.
—Alfred Tennyson
|HE settlement of our obligation to 
the world does not involve the 
giving of costly presents. A  word 
of cheer to the discouraged, friend­
ly sym pathy for the unfortunate—this may represent the 
Christmas spirit in a far greater degree than gifts. I t is not 
w hat a man gives, but how  he gives. Think of w hat the 
w orld has given you, and give to your fellows all you can. 
W ordsw orth  says “Give all thou canst; Heaven rejects the 
nicely calculated less or more.” A nd give all you can—all 
of sympathy, all of encouragement, all of friendliness, all of
love and all of fellowship^ 
O ur debt to the w orld is 
immeasurable; our settle­
ment should be consum­
mate. <S If w e greet our 
Christmas Day w ith  the 
true Christian spirit — if 
we seek to* alleviate the 
suffering in some discour­
aged heart—if w e dis­
place somewhere sorrow 
w ith  gladness, pain w ith  
happiness, no one need 
wish us “M erry  C hrist­
mas.” In our unselfish 
acts w ill be found happi­
ness and merriness, even 
if the w hole nation wish 
us ill. N o man can have 
a real Christmas w hen 
he thinks only of himself, 
for happiness does not 
come from from w ithin, 
but from without. On 
Christmas Day, be a 
Christian; have a C hrist­
ian spirit. C arry  this 
Christian spirit with you 
throughout the new year. 
Do not let let it perish 
when the Christmas bells 
have ceased their clamor. 
If you incorporate this spirit into yourself, you will do good 
for others and greater good for yourself. N or does this mean 
that you must be "churchy.” Psalm-singing hypocrites are 
more numerous than true Christians. It means that every 
man should remember the words of George M eredith, the 
English novelist, "N ot an act lies dead in a man's past, but 
it blesses or curses him  at every step.” M ake every act a 
blessing, and begin on Christmas Day by thinking of the 
other fellow. Give him your friendship and tolerate his 
faults and the world will wish you “M erry  Christmas.”
A Box of Candy is Always 
Appropriate
The highest quality is essential. Insist on quality. 
Candy deteriorates very fast. Candy, to stand long 
shipment, must necessarily be made firm and dry. 
Good, fresh candy such as you will find in our store, 
made in our own sanitary kitchen, you will not find 
in drug stores or cigar stores.
Fancy as well as plain boxes of Quality Chocolates, 
may be had at from 50^  to $15.
We will securely pack for delivery by mail or ex­
press, free of charge.
Home made Christmas mix candy, 10^  to 2 5 ^  a 
pound.
Popcorn balls, candy crab apples, candy canes, etc. 
Everything in the candy line.
Buy Your Candy in a Candy Store
Nonpareil Confectionery
.Both Phones 136 Higgins Avenue
r
The Elementary
of an all-around Education
Is Economy^,
DONOHUE^
is the practical application 
and Christmas is at* 
most here fc
J
DEBATE TEAMS 
WILL BE STRONG
State College Will Defend 
Negative of Minimum 
Wage Question
The first try-out for the Intercol­
legiate debate teams will' be held In 
the assembly hall Tuesday, Decem­
ber 17. Debate Coach Palmer ex­
pects at least fifteen candidates to ap­
pear in the try-out. In case this 
number comes out, a second try-out 
will be held, in which those ranking 
highest in the previous try-out will 
again present their arguments. In 
this last try-out the two Intercolle­
giate teams will be chosen.
College Takes Negative.
. Montana. State College /has accept­
ed this negative of the question, '‘Re­
solved. that a minlmurrf wage, to be 
operative in workshops, factories, and 
department stores should be provided 
for by law. Constitutionality grant­
ed.” Since tlTe Washington State Col­
lege suggested this question, Montana 
will now accept the affirmative of the 
question in the debate with them. 
This will be in effect a triangular for 
'Montana. The two teams will debate 
against each other and uncover the 
weak points on both sides.
Experienced Debaters.
Several veterans will try out this 
year. Sewell, who was on the team 
I defeating W. S. C. last year, will ap­
pear. Warren, a veteran of thretj In­
tercollegiate debates, will also try out. 
Davis, who was a member of the vic­
torious Montana State College team, 
and Miss Evelyn Stephenson who, 
representing the University, opposed 
him, also Intend to try for the team. 
The two alternates of last year, Ber­
nice Selfridge'and. Frederick Richter, 
twill be out' again: - There are several 
among the freshmen who 'have hopes 
of making an intercollegiate team.
Lower Class Debate.
The debate between the two lower 
classes of the University will be held 
soon after the holidays. The two 
I freshmen ranking highest in the ln- 
I tercollegiate try-outs will represent 
I their class. The sophomores have not 
j yet decided in what way they will 
I choose their champions.
Coach Palmer thinks the University 
will take a double victory this year. 
The material Is the best to appear In 
many years. With the practice gained 
from the near-triangular system the 
University will have a marked ad­
vantage over her rivals.
Be sure that your Christmas 
Gift comes from
George L. Flaherty
R estle ss ... Jeweler— .Sleepless
I N GIVING Christmas presents, it is always neces­sary to think what effect the name on the box 
will have on the one receiving the present. The 
name of George L. Flaherty, Restless and Sleepless 
Jeweler, on a jewelry box indicates to the recipient 
that he or she has received the best in jewelry.
I am not only proud of my complete stock, but of 
the unusual quality of the goods that I carry, and the 
fact that I am able to sell the best jewelry the world 
knows at the most reasonable prices.
I am satisfied with a reasonable profit. You would 
be doing yourself and your family qnd your friends 
a great injustice, if you were to even xon$ider the 
buying of a Christmas gift, without first consulting 
me.
George L. Flaherty 
Restless—Jeweler—Sleepless
H. H. Bateman and Company
(Drugs, Books, Stationery)
Christmas cards and letters, gift books, latest fic­
tion.
'Hand Painted China 
Cut and Engraved Glass
Manning Bowman’s tea-ball teapots, five o’clock 
teas, coffee percolators, casseroles, chafing dishes and 
accessories.
Bureau of Printing
137 East Main Street;1 -£M
Both Phones 645 
Business and Society Printing
NO UNIFORMITY IN 
THE TRACK EMBLEMS
The men who won their letters In 
track last year have finally secured 
their emblems. A few of the men ap­
peared on the campus this week wear­
ing their sweaters in which there is a 
sad lack of uniformity. Some men 
have maroon sweaters with white em­
blems and others have gray sweaters 
with maroon letters.
The sweaters cost $6.50. The A. S. 
U. M. pays $3.50 of this amount and 
the track man pays the other $3.00.
The emblem is a five-inch letter, en­
circled with felt of the same color as 
the letter.
The men who won their emblems last 
year. are Owsley, Taylor. Dornblaser, 
Miller, Vealey, Ronan, Armitage, Con­
nors, Kuphal and Sheedy. The Asso­
ciated Students also gave O'lRourke 
and Cameron emblems in appreciation 
of their work in former years.
F R E SH M E N  WIN.
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
WHAT SHALL I GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS?
This very pertinent question is answered, exhaus­
tively, thoroughly, comprehensively, suggestively. We 
have gifts appropriate for all members of the family. 
The greatest and most varied assortment to be seen 
in the city of Missoula is at
SCHLOSSBERG’S
U N I O N  M A R K E T
A Good, Clean Shop
Fancy Meats, Fine Poultry
Both phones: Bell 117, Independent 431 
130-132 Higgins Avenue
Hoyt-Dickinson Piano 
Company
Special attention given 
to sheet music. Popular 
music 15c per copy.
223 Higgins Avenue 
Missoula Montana
Party Slippers
Beautiful colorings in 
satin, also black velvet, 
black and suede, etc. 
Priced from $3.50 to $5.
FOOT-FORM STORE.
Dixon & Hoon’s
The freshmen girls defeated the 
sophomore girls at basketball, 10 to 5, 
Saturday, December 6.
Extra copies of this issue, ready for 
mailing, may be bought at the Library 
desk. Price, 5 cents.
Thomas F. Farley Company
-o^=> Reliable Grocers < = ^ °-
Your patronage respectfully solicited.
611 Woody Street Telephone 54
A L L  R IG H T  IN IT S  PLACE.
“What do you think about higher 
education?"
“It's all right, except where they) 
let it take too much time from foot- 1  
ball practice."—Baltimore American. I
Brazier’s Candy
Pipes and Smokers’ Articles, Hand- 
painted Cigar Jars
HEIMBACH’S
Missoula Art Co.
Artistic Photographing
N E X T  TO BR ID G E
3
MURDERER TO 
BE EXECUTED
Ladley Found Guilty of Mur­
der of Jennie Brice and 
Will Be Hung.
An Interesting: problem in the suf­
ficiency of purely circumstantial evi­
dence to convict a man of a capital 
crime is presented by the “Case of 
Jennie Brice,” a story running in 
“Everybody’s .Magazine.” On the 
facts of this story which relates the 
mysterious disappearance of an act­
ress in Pittsburgh during the flood 
season, the students of the Law De­
partment held a public mock trial for 
murder on the afternoon and even­
ing of Friday, the 13th.
Prizes Offered.
"Everybody’s" is offering $11,540 in 
cash rewards for the best reports of 
mock trials to be held by organiza­
tions throughout the country. There 
are national prizes o f $500.00, $300.00 
and $200.00, and state prizes from 
$75.00 down to $25.00. Great interest 
is being aroused and a public mock 
trial will be held by the Missoula high 
school on Wednesday evening of this 
week in the same competition. Num­
bers of the high school boys, together 
with their coach, Mr. Lever, were pre­
sent at the trial taking extensive 
notes, and two of them were removed 
from the jury, by objections for cause. 
The final Installments of the story 
have not yet appeared.
During the afternoon session Pro­
fessor Whitlock of the Law Depart­
ment. wore the judicial ermine, in the 
temporary absence of Judge T. N. 
Marlowe. The latter, however, sat 
during the long evening session, which 
lasted from about 8 in the evening 
until 2 o’clock the following morning.
Pretty Mrs. Pitman.
After the opening statements had 
been made by Jthe prosecution and de­
fense, the case for the people was 
opened. James Brown, as Mrs. Pit­
man, was an unusually pretty and 
pert boarding house keeper, whose 
sensitive soul was outraged at the 
murder, which she was sure had taken 
place under her roof. She had no 
special liking for “Jennie Brice,” the 
actress, but had an intense aversion 
to the playwright husband, Ladley.
Brown made a striking contrast in 
the role of Mrs. Pittman on the one 
hand, and his characterization of the 
old, white-haired sharp-tongued Mrs. 
Murray, mother of the eloping sten­
ographer, who furnished the supposed 
motive for Ladley's ridding himself of 
his wife.
ahead of his attorneys, and Interposed 
numerous and weighty objections to 
questions which were asked him by 
Prosecuting Attorney Kelly.
Strever, as Howell, the newspaper 
reporter, testified that he had crossed 
the bridge with a veiled lady, who he 
was positive was Jennie Brice, on the 
morning after the murder. Howell 
created some amusement when he tes­
tified that the lady raised her veil 
before he put her on the train, and 
refused to state her purpose in so do­
ing.
Don Worden was the matter-of-fact 
druggist, who supplied Ladley with a 
bottle of Peruna on the morning of 
the crime.
Anderson, as Dr. Littlefield, head 
of an Institute for inebriates, was 
quick, alert, and convincing in his 
testimony, identifying the headless 
corpse as the body of Jennie Brice, 
by the scar on her left breast, the 
same having been caused by an oper­
ation which he had performed for the 
removal of a tatooed name.
E. G. Smith as Reynolds, the board­
er, gave efficient evidence for the 
prosecution, and R. S. Borland, as 
hotel clerk, substantiated the testi­
mony of Eliza Shaeffer.
O. J. Thompson, the theater man­
ager. preserved his dignity when called 
on to answer the unintentionally hu­
morous question of counsel, as to 
whether or not “Jennie Brice had 
anything on at his theater that week.”
Attorneys.
Justin Miller, and E. Pat Kelly con­
ducted the prosecution, and La Rue 
Smith and Ray Wiedman presented 
the defense. The defense brought out 
their evidence well and developed 
some brilliant hypotheses to explain 
the various suspicious circumstances, 
but the jury were carried off their 
feet by the masterly summing up by 
prosecutor Miller, whose ingenious 
arguments, and convincing earnest­
ness, which will be worth many more 
verdicts in actual practice, made them 
believe on scanty evidence, that no 
other hypothesis than guilt was suffi­
cient to raise even a reasonable doubt.
Ladley to Be Hung.
Judge Marlowe sentenced the pris­
oner Ladley to be hung by the neck 
until dead, and this pleasing function 
will be carried out with appropriate 
ceremony next Thursday evening at 
the celebration of Hi Jynx.
As was announced in the papers 
before the trial occurred the pro­
ceeds taken in at the door are to be 
turned over to the A. S. U. M. to be 
used toward the football deficit. The 
students of the law department take 
this means of thanking the various 
publications for the advertisement 
given to this fact, for it no doubt 
served to swell the receipts in con­
siderable degree.
DEAN H. W. BALLANTINE.
SOPH RULE IS 
ABROGATED
[Granting Petition of Frater­
nities, Faculty Will Per­
mit Pledging.
Granting a petition, signed by four 
of the national fraternities in the 
University, the faculty at a special 
meeting held Saturday morning, de­
cided to abrogate the sophomore rule 
for the year 1912-13. The fraternities 
will be allowed to pledge some time 
after Christmas, and before the end 
of the semester. The exact date will 
be decided by a faculty committee— 
Professors Reynolds, Rowe, Aber, 
Scheuch and Dean Richter. This com­
mittee will meet the first week after 
| the holidays.
I The petition was received by the 
I faculty at its regular meeting. Since 
the petition stated that conditions 
necessitated the temporary abandon­
ment of the rule a faculty committee 
was appointed to investigate.
This committee met a member from 
each of the* six fraternities Friday. 
In their report to the faculty they 
said that the conditions seemed to 
warrant, the temporary abandonment 
of the rule
I In informing the fraternity repre­
sentatives of the action of the fac- 
I ulty. Dean Richter, of the School of 
Engineering, said that it was the wish 
of the faculty that the fraternities 
cultivate harmony among themselves. 
He expressed the belief that the soph­
omore rule was the best rule for all 
concerned. He said he hoped no con­
tingency would arise in the future 
necessitating the fraternities to ask 
for an abandonment of the rule.
“PROFESSOR MALADY” 
PLEASES AUDIENCE
Kalmln Correspondence:
State College, Dec. 11.—“The Pro­
fessor's Malady," staged by the Jack- 
o-Lantems, the college dramatic club, 
Friday, in the Bozeman opera house, 
was the best play put on by the club. 
Everybody spoke In the highest praise 
of the work of the college thesplans. 
The play was not nearly as difficult 
as attempted by the club before, but 
was much better handled.
The attendance was encouraging to 
the members of the club and convinced 
them that their previous efforts had 
been appreciated.
An Amateur Holmes.
A. B. Hoblitt was Holcombe, the 
humane, but eccentric retired mer­
chant, whose enthusiasm for the re­
liability of circumstantial evidence, 
made him follow Ladley's trial with 
the intensity of a  blood hound on the 
scent. This amateur Sherlock Holmes 
delivered his evidence with the gusto 
of the astute extremist
Earl Speer, as little Eliza Schaeffer, 
with a rosebud mouth and roving eye, 
was the postmistress of the little town 
of Horner, where the defense claimed I 
that Mrs. Ladley was seen after the 
day of the alleged murder.
DeWltt 'Warren, the red-bearded 
Irishman—"Shanty-Boat Tim,” the
boatman who rescued Ladley, had 
probably the cleverest make-up of the 
evening.
Miss Hope, An Actress.
"Lizzette” Deschamps, as Miss Hope, 
the actress friend of Jennie Brice, re­
vealed latent and unsuspected beauty, 
while Harry Sewell, in the part of the 
tight-laced sister of Jennie Brice, was 
mirth provoking, but kept herself In 
character. Deschamps appeared dur­
ing the afternoon and was recalled In 
the evening for the special edification 
of the large crowd.
Dr. E. Craighead, the coroner, who 
had examined the headless corpse,; 
supposed to be Jennie Brice, was | 
suave and unshaken under the bril-1 
llant cross-examination of the de­
fense as to the results of decompo­
sition of the body.
Carl Cameron, as Ladley, in long 
frock coat and wig, looked the part of 
a dissipated genius, who might be 
engaged in the profession of writing 
plays. Ladley betrayed., his early 
training, however, when he got in
COLLEGIANS LIKE
COURTESY SHOWN I
Louis L  Kennedy
Made-to-Measure Clothing 
and Underwear a Specialty
President Craighead has received 
the following letter from Coach Dock- 
stader of the State college:
Your kind letter of the 11th Inst, at 
hand. It was a great pleasure to 
learn that our team made a  good 
impression in some ways despite the 
poor quality of their work as players.
I have already told Professor Cun­
ningham and Manager Whisler how 
much we appreciated the courtesy 
with which we were treated and the 
manner in which we were entertained 
while in Missoula. From the time we 
arrived until we left, we were shown 
only the height of square and sports- I 
manlike conduct by both team and 
student body. Everyone of us came 
away with the greatest respect for the 
University of Montana.
I, too, regret that the score couid j 
not have been closer, but such are the i 
fortunes of war and we can only look 
forward to doing better next year.
Trusting that the two institutions 
may always have the friendly an d ! 
courteous rivalry manifested in this 
last meeting, and thanking you for | 
your kind inquiry, I am,
Very sincerely yours,
E. A. DOOKSTADER, | 
Athletic Director.1
IN  HOT W A T ER  W IL L  D ISSO LVE.
The trust that makes bathtubs 
Is doomed to the slaughter.
Why talk of excuses?
They will not hold water!
George B. Morewood in N. Y. Sun. j
Men’s Furnishings
We have a full line of 
ties and furnishing goods I 
for Christmas.
503 N. Higgins Ave.
Christmas 
Pictures and 
Calendars
of Montana scenery. I 
have a fine calendar 
of the
University
M c K A Y
Commercial
Photographer
Higgins Blk. Missoula
The Smoke House
----- AND-----
Post Office News Stand
F. H. K N IS L EY , Prop. 
Masonic Templo
Cigars, Tobaccos, Billiards, Pool, 
Newspapers and Magazines 
Periodicals and Postcards......
Lowney's Candies in Christmas 
Packages.
Pipe repairing a specialty.
N
Arrow
Kotch COLLARS
THE BELMONT STYLE IN FOUR HEIGHTS 
GLASGOW 2H In. BELMONT 2M In. 
MEDORA 2'A In. CHESTER 2 In.
2 for ?6 ct». Cl UETT, P6A8QOY A  CO., Muksrs
THE
FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 
$400,000.00
A 8a vinga Department in 
Connection
F. S. L U S K ...................President
F. H. ELMORE . Vice-President
E. A. NEW LO N............ Cashier I
H. S. H O LT.......... Aset. Cashier
Have you seen the beautiful
Hand-painted China
now on display at this store?
LUCY & SONS
Complete House and Office Fur­
nishings.
Our Special
$1.00 Fountain Pen
Each one guaranteed—if not 
satisfactory may be exchanged 
or money refunded.
Self-fillers, $1.50
LISTER’S
114 E. Main 8L Missoula, Mont.
MISSOULA TRUST & 
SAYINGS BANK
C APITAL...................$200,000.00
SURPLUS . . . . . .  60,000.00
Officers
J. M. Keith . . . .  President 
S. J. Coffee . . . .  Vice-Pres.
A. R. Jacobs . . . .  Cashier 
R. C. Giddlngs, Asst. Cashier
Three per cent Interest Paid on 
Savings Deposits.
THE
WESTERN MONTANA 
NATIONAL BANK
CAPITAL....................$200,000.00
SU R P L U S................... 50,000.00
G. A. Wolf . . President 
J. H. T. Ryman . Cashier
J. A. CAVANDER
G E N E R A L  EL E C T R IC  
S U P P L IE S
Construction and Repairs, Fix­
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc. 
Phones: Ind. 1002; Bell 628-Black 
318 Higgina Avenue.
Your Christmas
Gifts
Should be purchased 
from us. We have a par­
ticularly nice line this 
year. Our stock of hol­
iday stationery is very 
complete. Many new 
designs, all acceptable 
gifts.
Missoula Drug Co.
Hammond Block
Henley, Eigeman
and Company
Grocers
A CLEAN STORE 
Good Goods 
Right Prices 
TRY US and SEE
Vienna Cafe
Next to Grand Theater, on Main 
Street
For a Good Meal We 
Excel
P R IC E 8  R E A SO N A B L E
Try our famous coffee. Open 
day and night.
Phil Kenny, Prop.
Owen Kelly
K E Y  W E8T  A N D  DO M E8T IC  
C IG A R S
Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco and Cigarettea
Agents for Johnson's 8weet 
Chocolates. "Meet me at Kally’a."
The Home Plate 
Pool Room
Key West and Domestic 
Cigars, Pipes and To­
bacco, Fine Candies
Barber & Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South 
Side
The Model Laundry
M. NESBIT
Agent for University Students.
Ten per cent discount to 
students if bills are set­
tled before the 10th of 
the month.
4
5£aimin him for his work. In the scores I educational institutions will hardly I rooms. They have clamored for wider the satisfaction that his team I pay their running expenses. I fields but their demands were denied.
Pronounced "Kl-meen." This is a I was a collection of human “tiger-1 Perhaps, however, the college peo- • until the “Weekly Kalmin” this week 
word taken from the' language of the . . .  ,, . . , . . . , . . .  I, , , , „ ,  .Ssllsh tribe and means writing, or cats 11 e may find in part reward for pie ought to say nothing, when a Includes the so-called “Occasional I
something in black and white. | work well done. J man goes crazy he has to go crazy in I Kalmin” as a literary supplement. j
Published on Thursday of every week | The Kaimin wishes to thank Lieu- 1  his own state; when he goes to the j The problem of providing an outlet 
by the Associated Students of the Uni-{tenant Phlloon for coming to the Uni- penitentiary he has to “attend” his * for the mass of literature evolved b y
versity of Montana. i 8 ., . ,, . . . . .  .  ___ .. _ .____ ___ ____  ___________ __ I versity in all kinds of weather to
T H E  EDITORS. I work with the football men. The Kal-
Carl C. Dickey, '14.......Editor-In-Chief min thanks him Individually for his
Lew!s W. Hunt, '15....Managing Editor jn helping the 1912 Grizzlies
Mildred Ingalls, 13....Assoclate Editor
Merle Kett'ewell, '13__ Society Editor ' make football history.
own state penitentiary; but when he {the young Kiplings and .De Mau pas- 
goes to college he can go to some sants has furrowed more than one
credit.
oon.
Winn if red Felghner, '08, Alumni Editor
Gladys Huffman, '13.........Local Editor
Rose Leopold, '13................  Assistant
Mabe' Lyden, ’14.........Exchange Editor
REPO RTERS.
G. O. Baxter, ’16 Gertrude Zerr 
It. H. Wledman, ’l l  Lucius Forbes, ’15 
R. W. Wells, ’18 Lulu Wright, ’16 
Carl C. Gllck, ’14 F. D. Richter, ’15 
Bernice Selfrldge, ’15
B U S IN E S S  STAFF.
Peter E. Hansen, ’14.....   Manager
Donald Young, ’15...............   Assistant
Office, basement of the Library.
Building. Office hours, the editor, ’he state—the future citizens in the I 
Monday, 9:30 to 12; Tuesday, 2 to 6 1 educational institutions—are always! 
Wednesday, JO to 11. I_ ------------  — ---------  given what s left?
other state.
Still we persist in calling Montana 
| the Treasure state—the state of cop-
To this man is due the greatest per, silver and gold—when we cannot
brow. But the man who scratched 
his head most over the question is 
Professor G. F. Reynolds, head of the j 
Department of English. The students j
Thank you. Lieutenant Phil- decently finance our educational insti-1 may thank him for the “Occasional
i tutfons.
T H E  APPRO PR IAT IO N S.
Why is it that the educational In­
stitutions of the state are always 
given minor consideration at the 
hands of the state board of educa­
tion?
T R A D IT IO N  ON SM O KING.
the campus on the motives of the Kal­
min in an attempt to stop smoking on 
the campus.
The prevailing opinion points to (he 
Why is that the young people o f |beUef that the Kalmin thinks it is
“naughty” for a man to smoke on the 
campus. Certainly it is not 
"naughty” to smoke. Those who are
Kalmin.”
The institution Is‘too small to sup­
port a literary publication. Even h 
_____  I It were a financial .possibility it
There has been much discussion on !would be a task to fina ®nou*h *°°d
material to fill the magazine.
The literary people scorn to work 
upon the staff of the college news­
paper. Journalistic work is, don’t you 
know, not quite artistic enough to al- 
lo.w full play for their powers, even if 
their presence in an office where stuff 
is "hammered” without respect for
Subscription rate. $L00 in advance. These are the questions before the attempting to stop smoking are at- art 0r sent,ment* was tolerated by
Can any citizen 
remember the time the state officials
Entered as second class mall matter at people of the state. 
Missoula. Montana, jnder act of congress' 
of March 3. 1879.
-----------------  ■ ■ cramped other institutions
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to givp
| more money to education?
| Since Montana has become a state 
our educational institutions have been 
Itraded and bartered in political deals. 
Politics, and not the importance of 
education has been the issue upon 
| which all appropriations and educa­
tional questions have been decided. 
And then they wonder why it is that 
Montana colleges do not enjoy the 
rapid growth they should.
Politics! Always politics! Two 
years ago when the tax amendment 
was before the people what was the 
argument used? This amendment 
will benefit the educational institu­
tions of the state by making more 
money available for their maintenance 
—that was the pre-eminent argument 
in the whole campaign.
The basketball game Saturday night j ^ 8 soon as the amendment was 
between the two lower classes Is an | passed, other things were given pre­
event worth chronicling. The women | eminence. Education was ignored.
Two months after the amendment was
reputably Impatient editors.
But now the audience is given and 
the geniuses will be silent until they 
have molded into artistic sentences a
Some say that ever 'gainst that 
season comes
Wherein our Saviour's birth is cel­
ebrated.
The bird of dawning singeth all 
night long;
And then, they say, no spirit dare 
stir abroad;
The nights are wholesome; then 
no planets strike,
No fairy tales, nor witch hath 
power to charm,
So hallow’d and so gracious is the 
time.
—Hamlet.
tempting to uphold an old tradition 
established by the founder and first 
president of the University of Mon­
tana.
Those who suggest that the tradi- j êw more cosmoplastlc ideas, 
tlori be overthrown and those Who | ^  *s hoped that the attitude of the 
break the tradition, should remember j University students toward the con- 
that President Craig surely had good tributors of the Occasional Kaimin 
reason for the Initiation of the tradi-1 wiU be more untrammelled than that
tion. If he did not have a good rea­
son we would not have the tradition. ] 
Some have said that other institu­
tions have no such tradition prohibit- I
of Vadius, who s ' ”s in Moiliere’s 
"Learned Ladies”;
"The common failing of our authors is 
To show their works and tyrannise 
the talk;
G IR L S ’ B A SKETBA LL.
ing smoking on the campus. Inquiry ■ jn b̂e court galleries and promenades, 
among the faculty members points to At dinner, in the boudoir, they are still 
the fact that nearly every Institution, The trieless readers of their tiresome 
large and small, has a certain area on verses
the campus in which no one is allowed *̂° m*n<̂  there is nothing more ab-
to smoke. surd
Montana has an area in which th e! Than authors begging incense every-
first president desired there should be I 
no smoking. It is a defiance of the i 
tradition to smoke on the oval or In I
where,
Who, buttonholing anyone they meet, 
Make him the martyr of their lucu­
brations.
any of the university buildings. But z never yleld t0 this Insistent folly, 
the tradition does not say that a man | But hold with the opinion of a Greek,
cannot smoke behind any of the build­
ings. Apparently the tradition per­
mits smoking in the dressing room Unworthy forwardness to read their 
I of the gymnasium or in the shops of works.
of the University are participating in
athletics for the first time' in the his- | Passed the the appropriation of the 
tory of the institution. It is worth j university was halved. The other
chronicling because it places Montana | state colleges suffered, too, but notjthe engIneerlng. bunding, providing1 
on a higher plane among universities, jas much as the university.
The old Idea that women should sit I ^  that time they did not attempt | noj object 
on the sidelines “frilled up” In laces t0 cut the appropriation of other in-
Who, by express command, bids wise 
men shun
the instructors in the two buildings d o ! D EB A T E  TRY-OUT.
and high collars is vanishing. The stitutlons. Education can stand it.
athletic girl is taking the place of the w“  the apparent thought.
"primped" lady and the world likes 
the new girl more than the old one.
In the leading universities of the 
country the women are encouraged to
But this year, too, they again want 
to make education suffer/ They make 
the appropriations for other institu­
tions and give the colleges the dregs.
Certainly, the great man who found­
ed that tradition did not wish to re­
strict the personal pleasures and en-
j Montana's brawn has conquered. If 
| every debater will appear for the try- 
| outs next week her brain will aslo
joyments of the University men. H e ; conquer.
did wish, however, to weave around | 
the name “Montana” a maze of in-
The brainy student should be ready 
to do as much fcr the University on
. , . . . .  .. | Consider the necessary appropria-1vlolate tradition. These traditions dif- j the p]atforrn as bls stronger fellow
participate in athletics* In some they | I fpriintintp thp TTnivAraitv MDntnnR l. tions recommended by the attorney rerent,ate tne university or Montana does for her on the gridiron. The 
are awarded athletic letters. Basket- . . .  rmm nil nihp. inatuntinna . . . . .  . . . . .
ball is not the only sport the girls 
have either. In some institutions they 
have crews and track teams.
That game of basketball marks the 
beginning of a broader minded Mon­
tana. The women are fast assuming 
the place of equality which rightly be­
longs to them. The narrow preju­
dices are being overcome and Mon­
tana will be a more progressive in­
stitution.
Basketball is only a beginning—the 
women will do more in athletics.
general at the meeting of the state 
I board: Sixty thousand‘dollars for the|
state fair. Of course, that may be a I 
I legitimate appropriation. The state > 
fair advertises Montana. But don't > 
you think it would be a better and: 
I more lasting advertisement for the j 
' state to put that amount into educa­
tion? We want more people to come 
to Montana, yet we invite them here, 
perhaps deceiving them into the be-
fro  all other western institutions.
Tradition is the soul of every uni­
versity. It is by observing the tradi­
tions of our alma mater that we ac­
quire that self-control which is part 
of a university education. If we al­
low our unbridled desires to over­
throw the traditions of our institu­
tions we have less respect for our 
i university and in the future we will 
i have less respect for ourselves.
Don’t you think we owe it to Pres-
football men have sacrificed some­
thing to make the past season suc­
cessful. Certainly their sacrifice is 
worthy of emulation.
Debate lacks the glamour and the 
sensationalism of football. But it 
takes as much aggressiveness to make 
a successful debater as it does to 
make a gridiron star. There is not as 
much glory in debate—but if a man 
is participating in activities for per­
sonal glory, debate has no attraction.lief that we have great educational in ____ D___v f _______________________
stltutions. We have good institutions. | *^ent Craig to observe the tradition j Montana, wants debaters who will
but they must advance with the state,
L IE U T E N A N T  PHILOON.
[established by him? Don't you think! 
| we owe it to our alma mater to make 
her traditions sacred? Don’t you
fight for her and not for themselves.
| That is why large number should 
There will be
Usually when a football team wins 
a game the players get the credit.
When a team loses a game the coach 
is blamed.
This has not been so at Montana I hospital when the next appropriation
and they cannot grow on promises.
Consider, also, the $25,000 recom-!"”  * ”  " I appear for the try-out.
mended for the establishment of the|*b*nk w e ow® k  t° *b® wom®n ot the many wbo will not appear because 
state tuberculosis hospital. That University to keep our cigarettes and they do not thlnk they have a chance
would be a legitimate expenditure. 
But why not give that money to edu- j
this year. When the team won, the 
men on the team got the credit—most 
of it. But when the team lost Lieu­
tenant Phlloon got the credit, for 
the Grizzlies always lost fighting. It 
was the former All-American star do­
nating his services and his time patri­
otically to the Varsity team, who in­
stilled into the Grizzlies the spirit that 
made them gentlemanly victors and 
fighting losers.
To Lieutenant Philoon the Unlver-
pipes from their sight? Don’t youjto make the team 
think we owe It to ourselves to be
cation, and promise to establish th e ]men and contro1 our8e,ves for th®t Montana.
good of ourselves and our alma
mater?
We observe the tradition of "singing
is made. Surely, it is not an imme­
diate need.
One hundred thousand dollars is °n th® 8t®P8’” why may w® not ob- represented , , _ . . ( serve this one also?recommended for improvements at the
T H E  O CCA SIO NAL K A IM IN .
Those people are not thinking of 
They are thinking of 
themselves—of their own personal 
glory.
The University does not care to be 
by that class. Rather 
does she want to be represented by 
those, who will make every sacrifice 
for her—those will spend their time 
working for a University victory and
state prison. We were given a sub­
ordinate position to the prison tw o' 
years ago. Why not make it turn; 
about and compel “Conley's institution 1 For the first time in a year the lit- not a personal victory, 
of higher learning" to suffer th is! erary geniuses of the University have The seekers for personal glory will 
time? | the opportunity of giving to the com- certainly not appear for debate, for
Perhaps nothing ought to be said j monalty the products of their artistic they know they would be beaten by
about the 3460,000 recommended for; sentiments. the class of men who, inspired by the!
sity people owe a debt they cannot the state Insane asylum, or the $330,- j The University needs a literary pub- ideals of Montana, will fight to bring
settle. We may thank him time after 000 for the state prison. Those are j llcatlon. With no medium of expres- honor to their university,
time but we cannot pay him for the necessary expenses. But could not j sion the lltteratl have been compelled Montana wants to win her debates
successful season just passed. In those amounts be made smaller? ' to keep their inspiring messages with- this year. She can do it if the de­
part, the showing made by the team The $400,000 left for the four sta te’ in the narrow limits of the English! baters will sacrifice for her.
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r .Young Men'* “Fash­
ion” F U LL  D R E SS  
SU ITS, the last word 
of perfection in style, 
fit and quality, $43. 
Full dress accessories.
This is Everybody’s 
Christmas Store. Im ­
mense assortments of 
gifty things for wom­
en and children, as well 
as men.
The Best Gifts of All for Men and Boys 
Come From This Great Clothing Store
G IVE something practical and useful, something to add to one’s comfort and you’ll please a man or boy every time. Our 
Clothing department is now a great Christmas Bazaar of things par­
ticularly suitable for gifts for father, husband, brother and boys 
generally. Great, broad, comprehensive stocks affording the wid­
est variety for choice, everything of a quality and character that 
makes it most acceptable, everything priced on a basis that en­
hances the pleasure of buying.
PRETTY GIFT BOXES FREE
SMOKING JACKETS 
The solid comfort and luxury 
that any man can derive from a 
smoking jacket or house coat 
makes such a garment one of the 
happiest of gift selections.
Coats in fine quality plaid-back velours, 
genuine Worumbo cloth and other rich fab­
rics; neat patterns, rich colorings, silk trim­
mings; perfectly tailored and stylishly made 
garments— $7.50, $10, $12, $13.50 and $15.
LOUNGING and BATH ROBES
One of these garments is a nec­
essary and appreciated adjunct to 
a man’s wardrobe. There is 
style and comfort as well as beau­
ty and durability in the styles 
shown here.
At $5.00 and $7.50
Values the like of which have 
never been offered before in Mis­
soula at $5.00 and $7.50; twenty 
different styles, in exclusive and 
beautifully patterned materials.
Genuine St. Maries wool blanket Bath­
robes, in choice patterns—$10.
Lounging Robes made from fine all-wool 
materials in Navajo art craft designs; at­
tractive and luxurious garments—$15.
Famous Pendleton Blanket Robes, in a 
good selection of patterns—$20.
CANES AND UMBRELLAS
The walking stick has become 
immensely fashionable the last 
few seasons and a selection made 
from our showings is certain to 
please, especially if one should 
pick one of the imported novel­
ties.
Folding Suitcase Canes, sliver mounted— 
$4.00 and $5.00.
Folding Cane-Umbrellas—a cane for fair 
weather, an umbrella when needed—$5.00 
and $6.00.
Electric Canes, regular walking sticks 
equipped with electric lights or cigar light­
ers—$5.00.
"Spreadmore” Umbrellas—the little um­
brella with the big spread—finest union and 
pure silk tops, with natural wood handles in 
fancy shapes or natural growth; plain and 
sliver mounted—$1.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.50, $10 
and $12.
FINE SHIRTS
A really fine gift is one of 
shirts—there’s always room for 
more in a man’s chiffonier and 
they are most acceptable. Our 
showings embrace the best makes 
in a material and pattern range 
but little short of wonderful.
Men's Soft Shirts, Hallmark, Yorke and 
famous Manhattans—$1.00, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, 
up to $3.50.
White Shirts, with the new-style plaited 
bosoms—$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50.
Flannel and Silk Negligee Shirts—Man­
hattan make—$2.50, $3.50 to $5.00.
Full Dress and Dinner Shirts, Including the 
latest things from abroad—$2.00 to $6.50.
PAJAMAS and NIGHT SHIRTS 
Our showings of these very 
necessary articles of men’s ap­
parel affords no end of good gift 
suggestions.
Pajamas, in good quality, medium weight 
outing flannel—$2.50 and $3.00.
Pajamas in fine solsette and mercerized 
silks—$2.00 to $3.50.
Pajamas In silks and linens, individually 
boxed—$3.00 to $6.00.
Pajamas made from imported Vyella flan­
nel—$10.
Nightshirts made from outing flannels and 
Edencloth, good, full size and roomy gar­
ments—$1.00, $1.50 and $2.00.
Carlsbad Sleeping Garments—just the thing 
«for men who sleep out-of-doors; made of ex­
tra heavy fleeced cloth, cut extra full size 
and provided with pockets In the skirt for 
the feet and hood or night cap to protect 
against draughts—Men's, $2.00; Boys', $1.50.
MEN’S SWEATER COATS 
For a gift that lends itself to 
the wearer’s warmth, comfort 
and service, a better selection 
than a sweater coat would be 
hard to make.
Our assortments of these are very exten­
sive, embracing all popular styles; values 
without equal—$1.50 to $10.
Our $3.85 Special
Men's genuine Shaker knit sweater coats, 
warranted pure wool; good, heavy weight; 
made with “ruff neck” collar and pearl but­
ton trimmed; colors oxford or cardinal.
Our Athletic Sweaters are great favorites 
with college men.
Fancy Christmas boxes add so much to the attractiveness of 
even a small gift and so enhance its value in the recipient’s mind 
that one should not overlook our offer to furnish W IT H O U T  
C H A R G E  fancy boxes for gloves, hosiery, neckwear, suspenders, 
handkerchiefs, mufflers and many other articles selected from 
our holiday showings.
Christmas Neckwear In Grand Array
Grandest collection of men’s neckwear we’ve ever shown. - Exclusive 
styles, exquisite colorings and a grand richness of patterns. One might 
choose blindfolded and be sure of a good selection. All in fancy boxes.
Pure silk accordion and 
fancy knit Scarfs; regular 
$1.00 values—50c.
Newest novelties In rever­
sible Four-in-Hands, a great 
assortment and Incomparable 
values—50c.
S P E C I A L
Men's silk Four-in-Hands in 
a score or more of handsome 
designs and colors; each 
tie In a fancy 
box...„..................... 25c
The latest French novelty 
silk velvet accordion weave 
Ties, In changeable color ef­
fects—75c.
Open-end and flowing-end 
Four-in-Hands in hundreds 
of beautiful new effects—75c.
Beautiful flowing-end Four-In-Hands, made English silk crocheted Four-In-Hands—our 
from the choicest imported neckwear silks; own Importation—In the very newest weaves
nicest In colorings and patterns ever shown in and colorings of the season, plain colors and
town—$1.00, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50. combinations—$2.00.
REISER'S finest fancy silk and silk-knit accordion Four-in-Hands, the very latest ideas in 
neckwear in a wide range of patterns and colors—$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50.
MUFFLERS AND SHAWLS 
Most any man would be glad to 
get a good muffler or one of these 
splendid dress shawls.
Phoenix Mufflers, the handy kind so much 
worn by men, women and children; great as­
sortment; in fancy boxes—50c.
Knitted Shawls—our own importation—in 
white, cream, black and black-and-white ef­
fects; boxed—$3.50, $5.00, $7.50 and $10.
CHRISTMAS GLOVES
Whether for business, street or 
social wear, or motoring or driving, 
our Glove section affords assurance 
of correct selection.
Knitted Gloves, wool and worsted—50c to $1.
Silk Knit Gloves, imported—$1.50.
Scotch Knit Gloves, genuine imported—$1.50.
Cape Street and Dress Gloves—$1.50.
Dent’s and Fowne’s Street Gloves— $2.50.
SUk-llned Reindeer Gloves, outseam— $2.00.
Imported silk and wool-lined Gloves—$4.00.
Fur-lined Gloves and Gauntlets—$3.50 to $12.
Chauffeurs' one-flngered fur-llned Mitts— 
$2.00 and $3.00.
MEN’S HANDKERCHIEFS 
If in doubt, choose handkerchiefs. 
If in doubt where to buy, see the as­
sortment and values offered here. 
Our assortments include everything 
—plain and fancy, plain and initi­
aled, linene, linen and silk.
Individual handkerchiefs, plain and with 
embroidered initials—12*/ic to 75c.
Finest imported linen handkerchiefs—the 
newest things in plain and crossbar weaves, 
with narrow hemstitched edges; plain or em­
broidered with script, tall, cloister and Jap­
anese initials, some with colored borders with 
initial in colored medallion or in reverse col­
or; three in a box'—Each 35c to 50c.
Men’s plain and initialed handkerchiefs, 3 
to 6 in a box—Box, 75c up.
SPECIAL
Fancy linen and Excelda handkerchiefs, for 
gentlemen's use and for making 4  f | \ | »  CAn  
fancy articles; 50c and 75c val., 0  1U1 wUC
GIFT SUSPENDERS 
Suspenders bought here are give- 
able because good. We have none 
of those cheap, worthless kinds, 
whose only appeal lies in their 
gaudy flubdubbery.
Fine Lisle Suspenders, packed In individual 
burnt-wood boxes—75c and $1.00.
Knothe’s Silk Suspenders, in a great variety 
of new and attractive styles; each pair in a 
fancy box— $1.50.
Cfje Bobber (KUtnb Btamonb B ust anb Cotton
Of all robbers, Robber Wind Is the 
most bold. He does not hide around 
the corner, cowardly awaiting your 
approach, nor does he lurk In dark 
hallways; he is brazenly bold. He[ 
announces his presence in many ways; 1 
sometimes he harps on the telegraph 
wires; sometimes he howls through 
the skeletoned trees, and at others he 
goes bowling down the avenue, creak- j 
ing signs and rattling windows.
• Despite the fact that he is not cow­
ardly, he is extremely ill-mannered, j 
He snatches the slips from the gro- i 
cer's bundles, and Mrs. Smith receives 
prunes for beans. Your hat is re­
garded by him as unnecessary to roof' 
your anatomy, and he wisks it away j 
along with empty candy bags and dls- j 
carded handbills, the while howling' 
in fiendish glee. Many times he goes j 
on mighty depredations; the wash is I 
jerked from the line and distributed 
in such inappropriate places as the 
neighbor’s chicken pen or possibly the 
duck pond. Sometimes, when in a I 
decorative mood, he may even see fit 
to hang a pair of pink pajamas in the 
lilac bush or tuck a  sheet of snow 
white linen about the roots of the 
cedar hedge.
P e l:ter ® j jan m lire![ess
meanness, an utter disregard for peo­
ple about him. He slams and re-slams
I stroked him fondly. "I don’t see how 
usual b® got out, Mac. He was safe in the
mortal of a little needful sleep. 
Robber Wind, aside from being as
I a scratch.
| time again to stick your brand on 
him.” Then, dismissing the subject, 
he said, “Mike here, will take your
(By George Armitage)
____ _____ Cheyenne awoke, happy as
the stable door and plays at billiards j but given time to think, he cursed j Bazor Creek pasture yesterday and all 
. . . . . . . .  . . . the gates were solid."with the empty tomato cans which softly and rolled disgustedly from his
have overflowed the garbage barrel, sougans. A bitter December w ind' 1 don’t know anything about that,"
He whistles down the chimney, flaps was crying at the corners and a sharp i warned McDool, ‘tout you’ll lose a good 
the window shade and does a score chillness filled the whole Interior o f !borse 80me of these days if you per- 
of other things equally effective to- the little cabin. joist in letting him run loose without
ward robbing some poor night-capped j “What a fool I was,” he muttered, ■ a 8cratch. * ve t0*d yo* time and
with a wry face, as he tugged vici­
ously at a  pair of “Hyer Special” box- 
sertive, ill-mannered and mean pos- j toed boots, so hardened during the | 
sesses a quadruple personality. Some- night that he could only get them j place t!l* New Year 8 and you can 
times he is the deep voiced and beard- partly on. Stumping to the stove, his come on dpwn with me if you want, 
ed Boreas, sometimes the lithe and heels five inches from the floor, he Cheyenne s hand dropped sulkily 
youthful Zephyrua Often he is the I pettishy kicked • a box that stood In r̂om tbe borse 8 bead and b® vlci- 
shrili aggressive Eurus, and when h e ! the path of his wobbling feet. A pro- 0U8,y klcked a couPle of t,n cans to* 
Is neither of the other three he is j trading corner caught on the end of ^ ar^ tbe barn. Then he said qultely: 
Notus, who halls from the south-land his toe and with a cry of pain, he * m n0* ®’°*n®> *n‘
in the bellying sails of the rain ships, sank weakly to a chair. “D my “Then what did you ask me for and
You may meet him in any one of his | fool soul. I suppose everything has make me Tide clear up here for noth- 
four personalities in almost any place i to go crooked now; why didn't I have J Ing?” McDool demanded hotly, 
at almost any time. You cannot dodge | sense enough to quit when I was “Why I—a—things are not as t  
his acquaintance. ■ He does not wait I ahead of the game?” thought they would be and if—a—1
for a formal introduction, but intro- Like a dream we would forget, he can't make it now, Mac.” 
duces himself, invariably taking a re- saw again as he sat with his head in I “ ’Tisn’t money that’s worrying you,
membrance of the meeting; if noth- his hands, that green table ini the rear is it, Cheyenne? You know that you
ing else is available, he steals a kiss, end of the Silver Dollar saloon at | can have all you want,” McDool of-
---------------------------— Shawmut, littered with cards, and the fered.
sickly kerosene light above dimmed by Cheyenne hesitated. He knew he 
Q tfje U n r o o f e b  Jfyou tie  the foulness of hand-made cigarettes I could get all he needed from the boss
manufactured from white papers and j or any of the men, but he thought 
Bull Durham. He saw the many proudly to hlmslef: “What would
One cold, bleak day this fall, as 11 colored chips slide continually to his | they think of me if I told him that,
me, an old cow-puncher that played 
poker when he was a baby, went and 
got buncoed out of the two months' 
salary, that he just gave me last 
week?”
“No, thanks, just the same,” he an­
swered firmly “I’ve got plenty, you 
know.” *
"I’m sorry you can’t go,” McDool 
sympathized. “You deserve a holl-
(By Gertrude Zerr.)
A little t>oy wnb had never had a 
toy of his own, watched with keen 
delight a neighbor’s gray kitten, play­
ing with the curtain ball. At his ear­
nest solicitation he was permitted to 
touch it, whereupon he cried in disap­
pointment, “Aw, gee, it's nothing but 
a cat! • Anybody could make a  livfc 
kitten do that. I thought it was ma­
chinery!”* He had never known any­
thing but reality. He wanted symbols.
Shall we abolish Christmas with its 
needless expense of useless gifts and 
tinsel? The practical person says that 
the money annually wasted on dia­
mond dust and cotton, on trees and 
candles, on holly and mistletoe, would 
feed 1,000 children for one year. The 
money spent for Christmas festivities, 
church decorations, theaters and street 
celebrations, would erect* sanitary 
homes for a thousand families. The 
money spent for meaningless Christ­
mas gifts would abolish poverty.
But even if we did accomplish alt 
this by the abolition of Christmas, we 
should have paid too great a price. A 
thousand dollars spent annually on 
diamond dust and cotton to represent 
snow, is a better investment than a  
thousand dollars spent on overshoes. 
We may overcome the lack of the so- 
that horse, though; but she wouldn’t | ca,,ed nece88ltles of life but every 
take him when I offered him to her as |attempt to destroy the 8y«>bollsm of 
a present-said she knew he was the Christmas ls a b,ow at the m08t vlr- 
best friend I had. That Christmas *le force ,n the w brld-its youth, 
dinner she’s going to give! Here, me We do spend a *reat deal on use'  
Invlted two months ago and now not less 8how* The *round may be cov* 
sending any present or even any word ered with real 8now’ yet we mu8t rep‘ 
- s p o s e  Jimmie will be there with a iresent 5t by an extravagant outlay of 
fine present for her-then they’ll sit 'cotton’ sparkling with diamond-dust, 
alone by the big fire-place at n ig h t-  We do abuse the spirit of Christmas 
I know he’s crooked, but Lord—I’d by S‘«-glvlng, but we would far more 
never dare tell her that—I wonder If abU8e the generosity of our hearts by 
she really cares for—huh, a poor cow- n°t giving at all. 
puncher like me’s got no show for her least, says the practical per-
B e m u n n v
on a salary of forty a month—Bow- 
I man's got scads of money an’ horses 
—I wonder if I’ll be wagon boss next 
j year when Mac goes in as general 
manager? I could get a chance to 
prove up on my claim—h---- , I’ve
son, “If you must give gifts, give 
something useful. Don't give a jump­
ing jack to the child who needs shoes.” 
By all means, don't. It is far better 
to give both. The practical person 
usually gives neither. But if you can-
I Just got to send that girl a present” not *lve both gifts at Christmas time,
_  _ ,  . i . , . .  give the one that means the most.Ryan s was two days ride from the !
| river ranch and at the river ranch 
every day, Cheyenne knew he had to 
| be. The oldest man in the com­
pany's employ, just because he had. , .
always done just what he was told, he g*vln* ,s the same today as U has
wasn’t going to rain his reputation always been’ The p™ct,cal person *sreally a dreamer who sees only the
The shoes express your duty to the 
child. The jumping-jack the free love 
of your heart.
The spirit that prompts Christmas
now. All the way home he decided 
that the only thing he could do was |
to let Bowman go to the Christmas!*8 but a passing pha8e of llfe’ Brf ad
surface and mistakes for reality what
dinner, give all the Christmas pres- and butter, caps and mittens, what
ents, and probably marry the girl for have they t0 do w,th Christmas? There
was walking about the campus, I dis- j P**® and *be “busted” cow-punchers 
covered, in the fork of a leafless tree, 8bnk away. Then came the stranger, 
a deserted bird's nest, forsaken and and then and then that awful ride 
lonely. Strong winds had shaken tne bom® broke in debt to the sa loon -  
tree until the nest had slipped away i and bis two months' salary all shot to 
from its place and part of it hung In P*®®®8-
shreds. But still It remains silent C'heyenne dejectedly blew a tiny 
testimony of the countless laborious i flickering flame into a blaze and when 
efforts of its inhabitants. Here and *b® *b*n ®beet iron at last began to 
there was a bit of twine, discolored | gl°w> he put on the wash basin to 
by age and weather, and small sticks ! thaw and wondered wearily what he | day more n any of us. Alike and 1 11 
and grasses, which had helped to 1 was living for. His spirit of despon- • be hiking right back then. Cut the 
make this home comfortable and j dency suddenly changed to an out— ■ water holes every day and ride line 
warm. The nest alone against the break of wrath and he cursed himself pretty close. If those old cows ever 
bare erank of the tree, looked exceed- and the stove and cow-punchers in get to driftin’ thejr’Il be gonners sure, 
ingly small for the family it must sreneral and everything that he could We’ll be back New Year’s.” There 
have sheltered. There must have been j lhInk of till he stopped from lack of j was a clatter of hoofs and in a mo- 
numerous quarrels In such small breeth; what was the use? He had ment they were out of sight, 
quarters, when the fledglings were | *08t by bis own foolishness, and the Cheyenne put Cracker Jack in the 
Just learning to fly. Here and there vacation for Christmas to town that 'barn and began his day’s work with 
I could even see places where the nest b® ,had 8®cured only a  week before, his only other winter mount. “That 
had been torn and scratched at the would d0 hltn 1,0 K°°d- To dlsheart- | scatter-brained Nosey probably run 
sides. Here and there the edges ®ned t° cook, he brewed a pot of cof- the devil out of him on the trail,” 
were rubbed down almost on a level fee and S^Pcd down cup after cup of Cheyenne told the horse that he was 
with the branch. A poor forsaken, I th® black, unsweetened Juice in sym- riding by way of excuse for letting 
roofless home, but nevertheless elo- j psthetlc companionship with m any. Cracker Jack rest, 
quent of every action that had ever 80Otblng cigarettes. Suddenly his All day the saddened cowboy rode 
passed under its roofless complete- melancholy thoughts were brought to line and automatically went through 
ness a quick stop by a  sharp. “Oh-ho,” and his work. The cold penetrated his
---------- -..................  j he shuffled to the door to see McDool woolly chaps and heavy sheepskin;
the boss, loping up from the gate lead- I tiny icicles rattled at his pony’s nose, 
ing a big blazed-faced sorrel, and ac- but Cheyenne’s thoughts were not 
companled by another cowboy. there to notice.
| “Where in the devil did you get “That old rascal of a Cracker Jack,
I Cracker Jack?” he greeted the boss. he’d been clear to Carrie Rtyan's If 
“Nosey caught him in Trail gulch somebody hadn’t stopped him—he loves 
| last night. If someone hadn’t seen her about as much as I do; no won- 
J him he w ould’a’ been clear to the Yel- der, the way she used to feed him 
lowstone before you heard of him. candy and apples—I ought to brand 
i Probably some one would had their him, but I promised her—d—  that 
j brand on him by that time.” | Jimmie Bowman, he thinks he's so
j Cracker Jack nestled his sleek nose; good lookin’ and he’s so all-fired nice 
T H E  G YM N ASIU M . | in his master’s arms and Cheyenne to her—say! didn't she like to ride1
all that he could hinder.
I In the morning he awoke early and | 
lay for some time thinking and plan- j ‘ 
ning again. Suddenly he sat up and i 
scratched his head. “Hurray!” he j 
yelled, springing out of bed and danc- 
| ing around the room regardless of the 
■ cold, ‘Til do it; I’ll send her the bestj 
in Montana.”
is no child in the world so abused as 
the heir of a great fortune who finds 
a million-dollar mansion, a yacht, and 
several new touring cars in his stock­
ing on Christmas morning. Yet they 
are useful gifts—good investments.
If love and good-will are destroyed 
by giving gifts and making a holiday 
show, that spirit is a poor thing, 
worthy of destruction. But the more 
He celebrated his idea by cooking i vj£ai n  jSi the more eagerly will it 
everything he could find for breakfast, seeg expression, and grow by the very 
I and after a grand feed on oatmeal and ■ ae£ o£ expressing itself. The love that 
beans and hot cakes and bacon and presented the first Christmas gift was 
■ coffee and spuds, he found a clean i a vj£ai force. The child was In need 
sheet of paper and wrote triumphant- o£ clothing and shelter. Yet the Great 
ly, From William Maxwell to Carrie | QjVers brought Him gold to crown 
Ryan A Merry Christmas." Finding j jjjm king, frankincense, to express the 
an old tobacco sack, he placed the I homage of His subjects, and myrrh to 
note in it and hurried to the bam .jg ,ve His body ulngly burial. What 
He led the whinnying Crackea Jack out j do the practical persons say of this? 
into the light and Jerked the ste<}i That lt would have been far better 
“never-sllp” from his left front foot. for the chnd, had the magi remained 
| Then he nailed it back on again with I , etly at home and indulged In 
the note in the little sack tacked | thoughta of love £or the Chrlst-KIng? 
neatly agalnst the bottom of the hoof. | perhaps 8o, but the magi were wise
men. So are we when we see beyond“I wonder if she’ll remember the time I
i of symbolism.
I told her I would send Cracker Jack I the falsene88 of reallty ,nt0 the truth 
to her some time with a message in [ 
his shoe. It won’t do any hurt any­
how, and maybe she’ll find it.”
Clear to the top of the divide Chey- j 
enne led the wondering Cracker Jack 
and turned him loose with a parting i 
slap, “To the basin, old man.” Crack- dermlst?
(EHork in l in e
New housekeeper—Is this the taxl-
Man on the telephone—Yes, ma’am. 
New housekeeper—You stuff birds.
er Jack trotted a few feet and then 
stopped and turned undecidedly back 
to his master. Cheyenne laughed j don’t you? 
sadly, and, pulling his automatic from ! Man—We do, ma'm. 
his chap pocket, fired its entire con­
tents quickly into the air. The fright-
New housekeeper—Well, how much 
would you charge to come up here
ened horse waited no longer but 1 and stuff the turkey we’re going to 
sprang down the long slope with ex- have for Christmas dinner? I my-
_____________ ______ ____ _ _ _ _  self don't know how.—Woman’s  Home
(Continued on Page Ten.) I Companion.
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tKfje (Occasional l̂ atmtn
Jformal deceptions! i 3  Epical Hit Paper
From battle, murder and formal re- I I think that it Is very beautiful. I 
ceptlons, good Lord, deliver us! like it very much. I don’t know why
Such sweet things, formal reoep- I like it, but I like it. It is the auth- 
tions! So—so—charming, you know. | or’s best style—his choice of words is
The moment you receive your invita- r excellent. H is philosophy is expressed 
tion, the degrading efforts begin. At | 
every thought of the approaching
event, you stiffen perceptably and 
practice arranging your features. If 
you are a lady, you decide, of course, 
that you will be exquisitely gowned.
I he ever wrote. It is hard to deter- j 
mine just what his philosophy is, but I 
it is certainly splendid. I agree w ith ! 
him in everything that he says. Thej 
wages of sin certainly are death, and 
I know from my own experience that 
it is best to be good.
If a gentleman, you carry your dress (Here the paper ends with an apt
suit to the Pressitorium.
When the night arrives the actual 
formalization really begins. You rise 
elegantly from the supper table, sweep 
upstairs to your room and prepare for 
the worst. At last you are gowned 
or groomed, whichever it may be, in 
your happiest draperies and sweetest 
graciousness. Your face wears a 
plaster of parts smile, warranted for­
mal, and every gesture bespeaks stud­
ied perfection.
You lay aside your outer garments 
at the door and straighten your shoul­
ders with painful grace. You poise 
for a moment at an angle of fifty- 
seven degrees
quotation.)
T H E  STAFF.
A. S. MATTHEWSON, Editor.
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Cete=a=GTete at tfje Bance i Cfmtftmas! ^tocfeing
“May I have the pleasure of a dance, 
Miss Blank?”
"You may—Yes.”
“Do you like the University?” 
"Yes.”
"Are you a Senior in high school?” 
"Yes.”
“So many charming young ladies.” 
"Yes.”
"We college men have quite 
our hearts."
“Yes.”
“Can you blame us?"
“Yes.”
“But we hope to recover.”
“Yes.”
lost
What memories you bring up, old 
stocking, as I gaze upon you, hanging 
there by the flickering fire light, 
awaiting the arrival of St. Nick. The 
curly-'headed youngster who hung you. 
there has gone to bed, to dream all 
night of the good things you will give 
to him in the morning. You and I 
alone remain. You hang there as 
I happy and contented as mine did 
when I was a child and rushed down 
to turn it upside down in order to 
disgorge all the good things which it 
contained. You are its very reincar -
© n  %\je C am pug al lCtotlligi)t
(By H. Hart.)
Leaving the closed library in the 
early dusk of a winter evening, one 
enters a scene of restful beauty. At 
the southwest, all the bare trees of 
the campus are darkly silhouetted 
against the last gray and rose of sun­
set. Toward the west and north, the I 
soft blooms of the electric globes 
space the horizon into regular plots. 
At the north and east lies the half-
turned bowl of the Rattlesnake, its en- 
you smile graciously, j trance well dotted with the same fair j 
Your patent leather shoes pinch, but lights. The wide circuit of the whole i
it’s all perfectly charming. In the | is closed by the dark mountain near 
reception room you glance with criti- by and, against its base, the darker | 
cal approval at the decorations. Then, j  mass of the University buildings. The I
with a final flourish, you pass down 
the receiving line. Ah! What a 
magnificent relic of civilized barbar- 
isb! You are perfectly delighted
to meet ----------- . Then you pass on j buildings against
and with an air of a crown prince, mountain shadow.
scene is all subdued in color and yet I 
with a fine setting forth of contrasts; 
trees against the sky, lights against j 
the depths of color, the black o f !
the thickening
you greet the other Lord Highers and 
Highesses, you happen to know.
The climax comes when you meet 
your best friend disguised in a swal­
low tail, or it may be a train, and a 
smile. You step lightly up and pre­
sent one hand. You remark about 
the charming—etc., etc. Yes, you do. 
This person you are conversing with, 
wearing—let us say a dress suit—is 
the very fellow you've eaten out of 
the same tin plate with out hunting. 
And now you’re bowing elegantly in 
affirmation to his rhapsodies about the 
"tasteful decorations.” Finally, you 
wake with a thud. You dimly re­
member that there have been other 
days. You nudge your best friend 
and with a dawn of independence in 
your eye, venture: "Say, old man,
for the love of Pat, let’s beat it. Let’s 
go out and raise----- .’’ But your out­
burst is drowned by the eager as­
sent of your best friend.
B r e a m s !
their confidence. The city ligh ts. were made in a fortunate spot.
What meanings would a Ruskln find | against the smoke of town are simpler | symbolism of the place Is rich in con- |
The lifting smoke of I fidence. The sure foundation of rock, j
is it but the toil of the upward winding paths and the
street and home, and the care that possibility of reaching a summit, all
binds us hour by hour throughout apply. Every student who faces the I
the day. The lights set forth the so- mountain on his way to morning work, j 
cial Intercourse. As leisure is ours i feels, however vaguely, the message of 
by right, so companionship and laugh- the scene. He leaves It behind for 
ter are our heritage. We need only the lighter occupations of the evening, 
to stretch out our hands for the bene- but finds it waiting him unchanged on
his return. It is a scene to which his
in such a scene? Something more to understand, 
than simple beauty, we may be sure, evening, what 
Confidence it brings. The unap­
proachable sky is brought closer by 
the dark trunks and limbs, so near 
and tangible. They are poised stead­
ily and firmly, resting silently in their 
winter sleep—their leaves no longer 
sing, nor their branches wave in the 
autumn breezes. It is December and 
they await the spring. Our rest, like 
theirs is earned; we may take our 
leisure, our readings, muslngs and 
other simple pleasures of the home with
fits that come.
The meanings of the mountain and 
the University at its foot, are so 
plain that he who runs may read. The 
beginnings of education by the state
thought will often turn and from 
which he will half consciously draw 
helpful meaning, after the lessons of 
the class room are forgotten.
BtUp*BaUp Hatib I there is but one way out. Once you are well started you have no choice 
but to go straight ahead. You are 
pushed headlong down a steep and 
stony pathway, which lands you 
breathless at the bottom, in a wretched
where
3  Btlftoarb &anta
Ah! Ah! The pleasant but deplor­
ably shiftless idleness of Dilly Dally 
Land! How often you have strolled I little place called "Flunktin!” 
along that delightful little path, all I th® temperature never rises 
autumn leaves and sunshine and i a ov e zer0- 
"Spoony Rocks,” where f ussers love to 
go? Or, perhaps, smoking is more to 
your taste and you prefer to spend 
your time in that foggy, densely 
clouded little lane, where cobwebs 
stretch from tree to tree, and en­
tangle themselves in your logical 
thoughts and your memory that used I 
to be the best in the class? You | 
are lucky indeed, too, if you have, 
never been entrapped in that dreary
much
Jfurnace
"Big bargains in toyland, toys for 
all ages, toys for the girls, toys for the 
boys, at Humphrey’s, the home of 
Santa Claus!” Goodness how un-1 were to me in childhood;
nation.* You were but a mere rag, a 
slave of my will, bidden to await the 
arrival of the Royal Guest—Santa 
Claus—and when he came storming in, 
one broad, all-including smile you re­
ceived obediently and gratefully what 
he had to give. Then, after you had 
served my purpose, I 'threw you into 
some closet, because I had newer and 
better things to concern myself with.
I used you, Christmas stocking, this 
way for many years, during which 
time you were my ever-faithful serv- 
I ant. But as I grew older, I became 
more and more independent of you, 
until at last I quite discarded you.
I Gradually I forgot that you ever ex­
isted. But as I sit here tonight be­
fore the dying embers with my old 
pipe held firmly between my teeth,
I memories of you come back to me. It 
is sixty years since I saw you last. 
Then, you and I were happy and gay. 
Tonight I am old and thoughtful and 
you are only a memory faded and 
tender, and as I sit forlorn, I draw 
out from the musty attic of my mem­
ory. the dusty and cob-webbed, crlp- 
The Pled, disfigured and fragile toys, and 
play with them like a child. The lit­
tle steam engine, toy dogs, tin sol­
diers, the tiny red wagon, drums, 
horns, dolls and fire wagons, make 
me a child again. I call them by 
name, but they will not come. I 
stand them up, but they fall down. 
The soldiers will not obey orders. 
The horn will not blow. Everything 
is broken and different. I play with 
them secretly and with great delight, 
for they are tokens of love from 
those who are gone forever. They 
recall old memories of dear ones 
whom I did not prize until it was too 
late. They suggest good deeds which 
should have been done before the tomb 
was sealed.
Christmas stocking, you have awak­
ened in me something that is new and 
noble. I cannot do good to those 
who are gone; it is too late. But 1 
can and will be of greater service to 
my fellows hereafter. Friend you 
greater
seasonable. Here we are in the mid- friend you are to me in my old age. 
die of sweltering July, the blistering | ^re n®arly out; I must go to
sun poised directly overhead, two bed; but I shall come down to see you
The window opened slowly aftfl 
easily and the man slid noiselessly 
over the sill. For a moment he paused.
He could see a light through the 
portieres. The house was considerably 
changed In five years. Five years ago 
he had been the master of this house.
Five years ago his wife had—his wife!
—If he had only trusted her he would
not have spent five long years In . , ,  „ .
prison for trying to kill another man. closely re8€mbllnK your profe8sors most important and most conspicuous
pursue you as you stumble along over them a„ This is the furnace. 
themes unwritten and papers long I _
overdue. But still it really Is a very I What joy 18 there to be compared t0 
alluring place for a short time. i that of coming down early every 
There are scores of other ways, too, morning to "fix” the fire so that the 
of reaching it, principally broad I rest of the family may eat breakfast
in the morning and will help my 
Inches of heavy yellow dust in the | grandchild empty you as I did long 
road, and there on the bill board that j ago.
"There are many pleasures in the token of snow-bound December. Good- 
winter not to be had in the summer." j ness how unseasonable. But here 
Extract from a Freshman theme on I comes the bill poster in a cloud o f ! 
"What Season I Like Best.” sifting dust; probably he is going to ]
OTcatfjer
little passage, where loss of sleep I tivities of the winter months, almost 
helps you yawning and phantoms I every enthusiast fails to mention the
“In reviewing the pleasures and ac- l shave old Santy and give him a straw | When the chill sun of northern mld-
It was to find her, to ask her for­
giveness that he had come. Suddenly 
a woman's laugh, followed by a silken 
rustle of skirts drifted to him from the 
lighted room. Could it be she? Then 
a voice floated out to him, rising 
clear and true in the air o*f a popular 
song. It was the one voice he would 
have known in a thousand. She had 
been a singer when he married her, 
a prima donna in light opera. He 
wondered if she had gone back to the 
stage when he—left. Maybe — she 
would not want to see him at all. 
Yet—in answer to his thoughts the 
last few lines -of the song she was 
singing forced themselves upon his 
consciousness.
"Though the stars may fade, and the 
sunshine, too
I will keep on loving you, dear, for 
I dream of you.”
The voice stopped and the man
hat, for he seems uncomfortably hot 
in those heavy flannels and furs. Yet, 
he still wears the jovial smile of 
Christmas, his beard is just as white 
as December snow, but his once rosy 
cheeks are of deathlike paleness, and 
his fur trimmed coat has been trans­
formed from the reddest of reds to I 
the palest of pinks. His eyes lack 
their original lustre, they do notstreets most pleasant to look at, as without wearing overcoats and mlt-
long as you happen not to know where tens? w hat is so invigorating as the I sparkle as they did at Yuletide, but 
they end. There is "Indolence Ave-1 crisp, fresh morning air? What of- look longingly Into the future; per- 
nue," where numberless alluring j  fers such scope for "profound and j haps to the time when the cycle will 
benches are placed along the way, in- i melancholy” thought as the contem- have been completed and a new 
vitlng you to sit and rest and dream j piatlon of a smouldering fire, espe- Christmas born.
away your time. At right angles to j daily when you are wearing pink The leaves of the neighboring cot- 
this and with an easy slope down hill, crocheted slippers and your breath tonwoods wave defiantly at those of 
is a side street, "Put It Off,” I think makes such a fog that you can scarce- the engrailed holly, which once the 
they call it, though the sign beside Its iy sec the "dying embers.” And then j richest of green have been washed by 
Power what else can put such a good taste | April showers to a faint yellow. But,
December,
Gilds the dull campus with its soft­
ened light
And the frost crackles at his every 
football
Gay is the student’s heart, his eye 
is bright.
Oh, the keen joy of skating in the 
evening,
Drinking the wintry air so crisp 
and clear
And keener still the joy of looking 
forward
To Christmas time and home, both' 
now so near.
entrance reads: "No Will
Allowed To Enter Here.” I do not 
remember ever having seen it look 
quite deserted. Probably students 
prefer to walk 'here and leave W. P. 
at home. . The favorite street, how­
ever, is “Lack of Concentration.”
slowly but surely crossed to the por- I This is where a large group of stu- 
tleres- and opened them. dents make their daily walk.
He noticed that the Victrola w as| But alas! broad and numerous as 
mahogany—blood color. j are the entrances into Dilly Dally,
in your mouth tor starting the new . look! The bill poster has smeared old j 
day besides the misnamed action of Santy with a thick paste, and the first j 
“shaking down the furnace;” m is-j smoother out square bears the head j 
named In view of the fact that it of a woman, pink cheeked ad smiling, 
means “shaking up” the ashes into The next square adds her shoulders,
your eyes and mouth and hair? Ah, ha, ha, I see what is coming. It is 
yes, taken all in all, it’s lovely. The the Coca-cola woman who wore her 
person who wrote on winter as his low-necked purple gown until last i 
favorite season, evidently lived in a J Thanksgiving—wonder if she brought 
steam heated flat.” I her furs this season. T H E  BATTUE.
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Faculty Ladles’ Club.
The Faculty Ladles' club met Mon­
day afternoon with Miss Elolse 
Knowles at the home of Mrs. J. W. 
Buford on Hilda avenue. About 20 
ladies were present to enjoy Miss 
Knowles’ hospitality.
I Coffee, Bess Epperson, Edna Power, 
Phyllis Gagnon, Evaro Avery, Alice 
Hardenburgh, Gladys Stabern, Flor­
ence Leech, Bess Rhoades, Merle Ket- 
tlewell, Diana Ullne and Grace Ran­
kin.
Football Captain Surprised,
Mrs. J. W. Moore entertained the 
members of the University football 
squad at her home on East Main 
street last evening as a surprise for 
her nephew, Paul Dornblaser, captain 
of the Montana eleven. Twenty men, 
including Coaches Phlloon and Green- 
ough and Traiiner Stone, enjoyed 
Mrs. Moore's hospitality Progressive 
wbist was played during the early 
part of the evening, Merritt Owsley 
winning first prize, a box of cigars. A 
supper was served at the conclusion 
of the game, after which the men 
sang and gave yells.
At Luncheon.
Miss Dorothy Sterling entertained 
at luncheon Monday in honor of Miss 
Genevieve Walsh. Covers were laid 
for nine at a beautifully appointed 
luncheon table which was most ef­
fective iri its lace cover, red candle 
shades, and bxrlght red center piece 
of red berries and Oregon grapes. 
Miss Sterling’s guests were: Misses 
Genevieve Walsh, Grace Rankin, Flor­
ence Leech, Bess Epperson, Edna Pow­
er, Stella' Duncan, Esther Birely and 
Diana Uline.
For Miss Walsh.
Miss Stella Duncan entertained at a 
chafing dish supper Sunday evening 
at Craig hall in honor of Miss Walsh. 
Miss Duncan’s guests were the guest 
of honor and Misses Dorothy Sterling, 
and Esther Birely; Messrs. Joe Far­
rell, Wayne, Johnson, Clarence For- 
bis, Roscoe Wells.
An Informal Evening.
A pleasant informal party was the 
one given at the Sigma Nu house on 
Saturday evening. Music, cards and 
pleasant conversation before the open 
fire made the evening pass only too 
quickly. The guests were the Misses 
Florence Leech, Grace Rankin and 
Clara Robinson; Messrs. La Rue 
Smith, Arthur Wright and Bob Bor­
land. Mr. and Mrs. David Mason 
chaperoned.
A. S. U. M. Dance.
On Friday evening the last of the 
A. S. U. M. dances to be held before 
the holidays was given in compliment 
to the football men. An unusually 
large crowd attended. The music of 
the University orchestra was thor­
oughly appreciated by all.
Miss Kemp Hostess.
Miss Bernice Kemp was hostess 
during the week at two Informal danc­
ing parties, one on Thursday and the 
other on Saturday evening at her home 
on Connell avenue. Card tables were 
arranged in a room on the second 
floor so that the guests when tired of 
dancing, might enjoy a game of 
bridge. About twenty couples were 
present each evening.
Out-of-Town Guests.
Messrs. Syrel Guest and Guy Clem­
ents of Wadena, Minn., and James Mc- 
Quarter, of Spokane, Wash., are guests 
this week at the home of Miss Eunice 
Dennis.
For Miss Walsh.
One of the charming functions 
of the week was the bridge party 
given on Thursday afternoon by Miss 
Stella Duncan in -compliment to her 
guest, Miss Genevieve Walsh of Hel­
ena. The Kappa Alpha Theta suite 
was attractively decorated for the oc­
casion with yellow chrysanthemums. 
When refreshments were served the 
guest of honor was presented with a 
large bouquet of chrysanthemums. The 
guests were Mesdames A. N. Whitlock, 
James Bonner, J. J. Lucy, Gilbert 
Reinhard, Misses Louise Smith, Agnes 
Lombard, Alice Mathewson, Mildred 
Ingalls, Esther Birely, Dorothy Ster­
ling, Ona Sloane, Anabel Ross, Eva
Miss Buckhouse Hostess.
Miss Gertrude Buckhouse was host- 
| ess on last Sunday evening at a pleas­
ant dinner party at the home of Mrs. 
George Fox. Miss Buckhouse’s guests 
I were the librarians from the public 
and the university libraries. After 
diner music formed the evening’s en- 
I tertainment.
Informal Spread.
Several girls in the University gave 
a spread in the rest room of the li­
brary Wednesday noon. The affair 
was informal and very enjoyable. 
Those present were Miss Buckhous 
and Wlnnifred Feighner, the guests of 
honor, and the Misses Florence and 
Mary Shull, June Whiting, Eunice 
Dennis, Hilda Marsh, Bess Wilde, 
Winnifred McLaughlin, Helen Orr, 
Pansy Evans, Irene Teagarden, Hazel 
Hawk, Bessie and Rosie Slstack and 
Cora Schilling.
Sigma Nu Dance.
The members of Sigma Nu gave a 
dancing party at their fraternity house 
j Wednesday evening in compliment to 
[ Miss Genevieve Walsh of Helena, Pro- 
| fessor and Mrs. Whitlock, Misses 
j Walsh, Duncan, Birely, Uline, Robin­
son, Messrs. Newells, Cameron, Wolf, 
Sewell, Speer, and Borland were the 
guests' who enjoyed tho very pleasant 
evening.
j Cosmos Club.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Evans enter- 
itained the Cosmos club Monday even­
ing. The members assembled first in 
the assembly hall to hear an, lnterest- 
I ing talk on “Bermuda,” given by the 
I Rev. H. S. Gatley, rector of the Epis­
copal church and illustrated with 
stereopticon views shown by Dr. M. 
J.'Elrod. At the conclusion of the lec­
ture the guests went to the Evans 
home where Mrs. G. F. Reynolds read 
a few selections.
Sigma Chi Smoker.
The local chapter of the Sigma Chi 
fraternity entertained the Missoula 
alumni and a number of friends at a 
smoker in the chapter house Thurs­
day evening. The affair was an infor­
mal one and was spent pleasantly by 
about 40 men. Cards were played dur­
ing the early part of the evening and 
afterward a light lunch was served. A 
number of impromptu vaudeville 
stunts helped make the evening en­
joyable. Professor Mustalne, the new 
physical director at the university, 
Paul Greenough, Ronald Higgins, and 
about 20 freshmen were the guests for 
the evening.
[ Delta Gamma Alumnae.
A meeting was held Saturday af­
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Edgar 
Polleys for the purpose of organizing 
an alumnae association of Delta Gam­
ma. Mesdames D. J. Haviland, S. A. 
Bisbee, Frank Bonner, Donald Mc­
Gregor, Edgar Polleys; (Misses Maude 
Johnson, Grace Stoddard and Hannah 
Book will make up the local member­
ship of the alumnae association.
To Welcome Mrs. Leech.
Mrs. F. C. Scheuch asked a com­
pany of ladies to her home on South 
Fifth street west, Saturday afternoon, 
to welcome Mrs. Arbie Leech, who has 
come to spend the holidays with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Wilkin- 
inson. Mesdames Scheuch and Mrs. 
Wilkinson assisted the hostess In 
receiving her guest. Six tables ac­
commodated all who cared to play 
bridge. Other ladles came in for an 
hour of social conversation at tea 
time. Christmas greens and red ber­
ries made bright the reception rooms 
for the function.
At Toole’s.
Saturday evening Mrs. E. H. Freeze 
and Mrs. George Welsel entertained 
at the Toole home In honor of Mrs. 
Arbie Leech and Mrs. Mills, who are
KEL TALKS ON 
HI JINX - NOT
Chairman of Foolishness 
Committee Surrounded 
by Maze.
"Hi Jinx! Hi Jinx!” Where have I 
heard that concoction of English be­
fore?’’ said the Hon. EX Patrick Kelly, 
i as he shifted from one foot to the other 
and thrust his lower jaw forward.
“So you are a Canine reporter, are 
I you; and you think we will give your 
rag anything about our great Christ­
mas entertainment, do you? Well, I 
want to tell you right now, pup, tha t! 
you have about as much chance of suc­
cess in getting some dope on Hi Jinx I 
as a tallow-legged terrier would havej 
if he tried to chase an asbestos cat 
through the Infernal Regions—and 
speaking of the Infernal Regions, pup, | 
I believe me, there will be about as 
much contrast between Hi Jinx of for-1 
mer years and the one this year as i 
there is between the fires in the In­
fernal Regions and a Christmas can- 
| die. Hi Jinx is going to be a real Hi 
Jinx. Why, we’ve had nothing but 
taffy pulls here before compared to
what we are going t o ----- ” |
“But, Mr. Kelly, can’t you give us 
something definite about your enter-1 
talnment,” pleaded the reporter, in the | 
hope of penetrating the mass of un- j 
intervlewabllity.
“I did not get you, pup. Repeat.” I 
"Somebody said you were going to j 
give a  musical comedy.”
“Lovely. You’re a  bright boy. You 
ought to turn train robber and pilfer 
the football coaches.”
“But,' Mr. Kelley, who is the star in 
your musical comedy?”
“Dornblaser would make a good 
prima donna, wouldn’t he, pup?” A nd' 
Kelly poked the reporter under the 
“frat” pin. “Dornblaser is sure petite; j 
is that word Francois or bourgeois, 
cub?”
"And the hero; who is he, Mr. 
Kelly?"
“EYed Richter; wouldn’t he make a 
great hero—and Dornblaser, the prima 
donna, would fly into his manly arms 
—and Tklestein Whlsler,’ he’d make a 
whistle of a French poodle. Say, pup, 
you have nearly convinced me that a 
musical comedy is the thing to give. 
Why, there’s the carnival clowns 
and —”
“Why, Mr. Kelly, aren’t you going 
to give a musical comedy? I’ve been 
interviewing you on that for the last 
half hour.”
“Say, you capering cub, take this, 
and take it straight. Go back to your 
cantankerous yellow Journal and em­
bellish the front page with this 
line In the next edition: ’Kelly reti­
cent concerning Hi Jinx. Will say 
nothing except that celebration will be 
a moan-producer.’ Good day, sir.”
Mr. Kelly waved his hand In salute 
and disappeared into the "Black Hole" 
of Calcutta.
visitors In Missoula for the holidays. 
Those Invited for the delightful 
evening, aside from the guests of hon­
or and local members of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma were: Misses Alice
and Grace Matthewson, Jeanette 
Clark, Alpha Buse, Helen Maclay, Isa­
bel Gilbert, Clara Robinson, Frances 
Birdsall, and Lillian Scrogue.
Sigma Chi Initiates.
Beta Delta Chapter of Sigma Chi 
has announced the initiation of Paul 
Gervais, ’14, and Archie Hoel, ’15.
Gifts for Friends
One of the greatest pleasures of the Yuletlde season is 
the giving of gifts to friends. There is always a certain 
degree of genuine pleasure in remembering a friend at 
'Christmas time that not only is not possible at other times 
or which may not be entirely proper. Arrange a list of 
the friends you want to remember and bring It here—you 
will find It easy to fill and that It will not be necessary 
to overstep your purse limits.
W H Y  N O T
a pennant for some one? We have one of the largest lines 
of college, high school and fraternity pennants in the city.
25^  and up
Golden
Rule Store v f e
.Missoula,
Montana
When 
Walk-Overs 
go on
Shoe Troubles 
go off
BE FITTED AT
Walk-Over Shoe Store
316 Higgins Avenue
Men’s and women’s shoes,______ $3 .50 , $4  and $5
Bill Teague Jesse Nagues
The Fashion Club
CLEANERS, DYERS AND TAILORS
We Call and Deliver
525 South Higgins Avenue Both Phones
Wait until after the Holidays
and have Ward take your 
Photos for the Sentinel
Ward Studio
D o  Y o u r
Christmas Shopping
—At—
At Dinnsr.
Professor and Mrs. Whitlock enter 
talned charmingly at dinner Friday 
evening in honor of Miss Walsh.
At Evans.’
Beverly Evans was host at a  
charming birthday affair Friday even­
ing. Clara Robinson and Cornelia 
MacFYurland were guests at dinner 
and other friends were invited for a 
most pleasant evening of dancing, 
cards, music, and refreshments. The I 
guests were: Misses Kemp, Nutting,
Uline, Richter, Grace Matthewson, | 
MacFarland and Robinson; Messrs. I 
Frederick, Richter, Wright, Bischoff, I 
Branger, Norman Strelt, and Janeck.'
M IS S O U L A  —  M O N T-
A gift for every member of 
the family.
J. D. Rowland
Jeweler and Optician 
Repairing a Specialty
114 EA8T MAIN 8TREET 
Missoula, Montana
Don’t Blame the 
Implement
blame yourself—If you can't play 
up to form with a strange racket, 
or golf club, or baseball. There is 
no excuse for you. Spalding Ath­
letic Goods are on sale in every 
town from Maine to California. 
Catalogue free.
A. G. Spalding & Bros.
28-30 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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PRESIDENT j LIBRARY LAW jSHORT COURSE 
TELLS OF TRIP IS PROPOSED! BEGINS JAN. 7
Doctor Craighead Believes I Statute Providing for Coun- 
“No Smoking” Tradition i ty Libraries to Be Sug- 
Should Be Upheld. j gested to Legislature.
Six-week Course in Forestry 
Starts Immediately After 
the Holidays.
Convocation was held in the regular 
period on Wednesday morning for the 
first time in a month. President Craig- j 
head took up the hour in telling of his j 
trip to New York, and in speaking of j 
several matters of interest, especially 
the matter of state school consollda- 
tion and smoking on the campus, j 
This was the first time the president | 
had met the students since his return, 
and the account of his trip, and es-1 
peclally his meeting with Mr. Carnegie! 
and Dr. Carrell, the winner of the j 
Nobel prize, was full of Interest.
Carnegie Generous.
“Mr. Carnegie is now 70 years old, I 
and wants to live to be 100 so bad that | 
he would gladly give $125,000,000 to do 
so,” said President Craighead. At the i 
luncheon of the Carnegie fund direc- j 
tors he gave to the fund $125,000,000! 
to be used to promote education. Be- j 
cause of the absence of any "strings” j 
on the administration of the gift it is 
the most remarkable bequest ever I 
made.
Nobel Prize Winner.
Dr. Carrell, who has been known all 
over the world since he’ won the 
Nobel prize for scientific research, 
does his work at the Rockefeller in­
stitute in New York city, and it was 
here at a luncheon that President j 
Craighead met him. The little French! 
surgeon showed the president around 
h<.« laboratories and explained his I 
work. His great achievement is the! 
grafting of limbs and parts of one! 
animal on another animal of the same 
species. In the laboratory he had a j 
dog who was equipped with a hind leg | 
from another dog, and a rabbit who 
was hearing through another rabbit’s | 
car. Although no such operations 
have been performed on human beings, 
it '.s believed to be possible.
Dr. Carrell is a French student of 
medical research, who came to Ameri­
ca six years ago. Since then he has 
perfected his system of joining blood 
r easels by the use of a certain shaped 
cut and a ligature. This is what has 
made possible his wonderful opera­
tions. He does not seem to realize 
himself that he has done anything 
wonderful. He is quiet, even bashful, 
and is now quite worried over the 
prospect of having to make a speech 
when he goes abroad to receive his 
medal.
Attends Board Meeting.
On his return from New York the 
president stopped at Helena to attend 
a meeting .of the state board of edu­
cation, at which the question of 
finances for the next two years was 
considered. There is less money to 
run the seven state schools than there 
is for the maintenance of the state's 
penitentiary. It was suggested to Mr. 
Craighead that he move to have the 
convicts fed at the Waldorf Astoria, 
which would probably cost the state 
less than it does now. Nothing has 
been done yet with the question of 
duplicated courses and consolidation of 
professional schools.
College Men Running Country.
"Of all horned cattle,” quoted the 
president, "the college graduate is the 
wildest. Too many people believe that 
a college education is of no assistance 
in attaining success, but that is be­
cause success is measured in terms on 
money. I do not object to money­
making," said the president, "but I do 
protest against a man’s money being 
taken as a  criterion of his success. 
There are failures among college men, 
but at the same time it is the college 
men who are running the country. 
Once in a while an uneducated man 
may force himself to the front, but the 
big men now are college men, and col­
lege men will be the big men of the fu­
ture.”
The president said that he ap­
proved of the tradition "no smoking 
on the oval,” and thought it should 
be upheld.
While at Columbia university the 
president saw in the basement of one 
of the buildings a large, well-furnished 
lounging room where students may
A bill providing for the establish­
ment of a county library system in 
Montana will be presented to the state 
legislature at the next session. The 
Montana Library association, at its 
meeting in Great Falls last year, ap­
pointed a committee of five to draft 
the law. Miss Gertrude Buckhouse, 
university librarian, is chairman of the 
committee. The other members are T. 
J. Walsh of Helena, Jenny Connor, 
Carnegie librarian at Great Falls; 
Josephine Haley, Carnegie librarian at 
Helena, and Mary Sherriff, state his­
torical librarian.
Miss Buckhouse has made the final 
draft of the bill. This will be consid­
ered by the library association at its 
meeting in the university library, De- 
vember 27.
W ay of Financing.
The bill authorizes the county com­
missioners of each county to levy an­
nually no less than one-seventh of a 
mill nor no more than one mill upon 
each dollar of assessable property 
for the maintenance of the library sys-
"I will not attempt to estimate defi- 
| nitely the number of men who will 
I register for the shore course in for- 
| estry, but in all probability there will 
be as many this year as finished the 
course last spring,” said Professor 
Kirkwood, head of the department of 
forestry, when asked concerning the 
prospects for the short forestry 
I course which opens January 7. 
j “ I  have no further information to 
give,” Professor Kirkwood added.! 
"other than that given in the little 
! booklet, ‘Short Course in Forestry,’ I 
gotten out by the department. This 
year there is an inducement offered 
that has never before been made. A 
special rate of a fare and a third has | 
been granted by both railroads, an d ! 
as some of the foresters come from 
distant parts of the state, this reduc-I 
tion in rates will aid them materially.” i
Course Practical.
I The short course in forestry has 
been given at the university for three 
years, gaining each year a wider rep- 
utation. Both the men who have at- 
1 tended the course and the officials of 
‘ the forest service have warmly testi- 
i fled to the value. The aim of the 
course is to be practical—to give the 
“ranger” an opportunity to combine 
his own experience with the knowledge 
required to meet his special needs. 
It affords a technical training in for­
estry not to be acquired elsewhere in 
the state.
Requirements for Admission.
The short course is open to men 19 
years of age and upwards, the only 
requirements being an ordinary 
knowledge of English and evidence of 
ability to carry on the studies suc­
cessfully. The schedule of the course 
of instruction is outlined with the pur­
pose not only of attracting men inter­
ested in forestry, but men preparing to 
pass civil service examinations.*
Its Practicality.
____________________________________ The fundamental idea of the course
tern. County bonds may also be is -1 ,s t0 accomplish the most possible in 
sued, the Interest to be used in the the least t,me- Beginning on Tues- 
erection of buildings and the purchase day- January 7, and continuing until 
of sites March 29, the arrangement allows the
The bill also says that the state shall foresters sufficient time to reach Mis­
appropriate $10,000 biennially to be soula’ complete the course and return 
used in furthering Interest In the j 10 the_lr ■‘■Won* _withln the limit of 
county libraries.
ANACONDA COPPER 
MINING CO.
Lumber Department: Bonner, Montana 
<=C^0 °<}=>
M anufacturers and W holesale Dealers in 
Pine, Larch and Fir Lumber
<= & °  °€}=>
All kinds of Mill W ork and Box Shooks 
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes
King of Them All King of Them All
Where they put the cream of the world’s output of 
motion pictures. We show from time to time all the 
great people acting in motion pictures, such as Mau­
rice Costello, Florence Turner, Arthur Johnson, Alice 
Joyce, John Bunny, Flora Finch, “Little Mary” Pick­
wick, Van Dyke Brooks, etc. A few of our companies 
to pick from are Biograph, Vitagraph, Lubin, Essa- 
nay, Kalem, Pathe, Edison and a great many others.
It’s good, if it’s at the ISIS 
You are always sure of the best of everything.
G E R T R U D E  B U C K H O U SE  
University Librarian.
The
Metropole
Our Specialty is 
F IN E  H A IR  CU TT IN G
Thompson & Marlenee
Cor. Basement at Nonpareil 
140 North Higgins Ave.
For a Cup of
Good Coffee and 
Quick Lunch
Go to
The Coffee Parlor
Mode of Control.
I their furloughs. The rates on the 
Northern Pacific and the Chicago, 
| Milwaukee & Puget Sound rall-
The libraries of the state will b e [ roads, affecting all points in Mon­
under the control of a state board 
of library commissioners. This board 
will ascertain the condition of the li­
braries through a field secretary. To 
consider ways of Improving the condi­
tions the county librarians will hold an 
annual convention. The state board
tana and Idaho, go into effect on the 
fourth of January, and for return on 
the 29th of March.
In the course such studies as dend* . 
rology, silviculture, surveying, mathe 
matics and physics will be pursued,1 
but no previous special training is 
necessary. The physics course is in­
tended for those who have not had 
will bie composed of the state historical 1 high school physics.
librarian, the state superintendent of ___________________
public instruction and the university SONG OF THE SMASHING HALF.
librarian, who may assume the duties _____
of secretary. As part of the duties. x am gaining, gaining, gaining; 
they will also pass upon the qualifies- U can feeI the cr0UChed line straining; j 
tions of the candidates for the posi- xbe bau gripped tight before me,
tlons of county librarians. j am plung lng  on an(i on;
Rules governing the county llbrar- How my heart is pounding, pounding; 
ians will be passed by the commission- L my ears the mad blood 80Undlng, 
ers of the county. The commission- K rm flghtin& f,ghting, till the last 
ers are also given the power to hire or . h ,s
dismiss all employes of the library
upon the recommendation of the L . T, . . ,  , __, _. . ...__* Now I’m tackled and I m falling,
11 ra an. Fighting, fighting forward, crawling.
The system will greatly aid In th e ' uh th# burnJ Joy of battIe ln my 
cultural development of the state. It q .
will benefit more people of the rural .. . ! . . . . . .... . . I In the last wild effort turning,communities who now have access to , , ,... . .. I can taste the lime dust burning,no libraries. Since the popula- . . „. . . .  , , _, ._. And I know Ive  rushed the ball acrosstion of Montana is largely agrlcul-
tural, the new system will be wel-1 e ®’o a '
CO™. , , . , __ _ . How the stands are cheering, cheering,The plan has already been put into . . . . . .  . .. , .______ . . .  Till the blood leaps at the hearing, .successful operation in many states. * • ’
The plan was first tried In Ohio, but How the breath , of autumn t,n*lea 
has now spread to other states. Four- | sweet as w ne,
teen counties In Wisconsin has th e!°- ltB  ^*eat to *U8t b® Mv,n&- 
system I *n *be Bush of power giving,
==—=̂ ======================= I With the strength to take the ball
and buck the line.
For Christmas
Combination sets, in suspenders 
and garters and armbands; belt, 
garters and armbands; garters 
and armbands, all in holiday 
boxes, 504* and upward, also 
mufflers, slik handkerchiefs.
A call will be appreciated.
THUESON
Western Hotel Building
Florence Steam 
Laundry
L. W. HUNT, 
Student Agent.
Missoula Nursery 
Company
Chrysanthemums, c a r ­
nations, violets, potted 
plants, sweet peas and 
hand-painted china.
105 East Cedar St.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Art Goods and Picture 
Frames
Simons Paint and 
Paper House
312-314 Higgins Avenue
The Riverside 
Meat Market
The best place for choice 
meats.
529 S. Higgins Ave. 
Phones: Bell 68, Ind. 466
study, or rest and smoke. With such a _______________
room it is easy to keep the "smoke . _ , ,, ,, * .1 A German vacuum machine of con-
nuisance” off the campus and out o f j venlent 8lze f0P household use does 
the halls. As soon as the money I s . away with the need of using dangerous 
available a similar room will be pro- acids and can be operated by one hand 
vided for university students. 1 or a small electric motor.
Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 46 Higgins Blk., Missoula, Mont. 
Phone 1009.
D &  E
Darville & Ellsberry
Buy your coffee fresh 
from the roaster. We 
blend to please you.
316J/2 N. Higgins Ave. 
Both phones
George Miller
The Barber
College Men’s Haircutting and Mas­
saging. The best of attention. 
Under First Natl. Bank Bldg.
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Better Than Wireless
(Continued from page six.)
cited bounds that then gradually 
slowed down to a long, easy canter, 
•Cheyenne watched the favorite until 
he had disappeared. “So long, old 
chap,” he mourned after him, "I wish 
things would happen so you would be 
mine again some day.”
For three hours Cracker Jack plug­
ged sturdily forward, when he pricked 
up his ears at two horsemen jogging 
In front of him, and as they reined 
out, he tossed his head and trotted 
majestically between them. The men I 
scanned each side closely as he swung 
-by and then looked at each other 
questioningly.
“Not a mark on this side, Deacon,” 
said Bowman.
“Same here,” replied the Deacon.
In perfect understanding they 
spurrred up and headed the snorting 
Cracker Jack into a small coulee. 
After a sharp chase over slippery | 
rocks and snow-’hidden badger holes,; 
they landed him in a small corral 
two miles down the creek. Bowman 
took down his rope and as the cap­
tured horse raced excitedly around the 
corral, carelessly swung the lariat and 
whe3led his horse in the center. Sud­
denly there was a swish and a slide, 
and with a snort of terror, Cracker 
Jack reared only to find his two front 
feet in a perfect loop, placed by Bow­
man's accustomed hand. There was 
a  twang as the rope snapped taut, a 
thud, a squeal, some flying snow, and 
before the jolted gelding could regain 
his breath, Deacon was twisting the 
quivering nostrils into the air and 
Bowman had slipped from his saddle 
to  tie the four kicking legs in a crude 
but secure knot. Again they searched 
from jaw to hoof but found no sign 
of a brand.
“As perfect a ‘slick’ as I ever saw," 
admired Bowman. “It's a shame to 
take the money. We’ll have to be 
mighty careful though, for by those 
‘never-slips’ and the saddle marks, 
he’s some poor cow-puncher’s best 
mount.”
Both men snurveyed the silent horse 
for a moment. Presently Bowman 
began to collect dry wood. “You beat 
it up to the top of that little knoll and 
keep a sharp look-out. Deacon, and 
I’ll do the rest.”
When Deacon came back at the call 
from his boss, he found the familiar 
“—” seared in the red flesh of a quiv­
ering horse; also a little smoke from 
a  recent fire and an odor of burnt 
hair.
“Cut out with him for the Big Dry 
country',’’ Bowman ordered. “As soon 
as the brand has dried, sell him for 
not less than one-fifty or throw him 
in with some of iny bunch.”
“All right," Deacon answered, 
“where’ll I find you when I come 
back?”
Bowman smiled “I hope to be mar­
ried by that time, if everything goes 
all right. Book for me at the Ryan 
ranch in the Basil*, anyhow.”
With no more words, Deacon start- j 
ed, leading the humble Cracker Jack 
behind him, and Bowman whipped for I 
•the Basin, rejoicing in the prospects 
of a happy Christmas.
"That horse will Just about pay my 
marriage expenses,” he mused glee­
fully; then his face hardened and the 
dark eye-lashes quivered as ne 
thought of Cheyenne’s being there 
too. “But that poor fool hasn't a 
chance, if he does come,” he gioatea. 
“Why he couldn’t buy one horse HKe | 
the animal back there and I’ve got I 
hundreds.”
Long before the dinner was ready, j 
Jimmie Bowman’s silver mounted i 
spurs were jingling at the Ryan door 
step. Carrie Ryan greeted him cor­
dially.
"Have you seen anything of Mr. 
Maxwell,” she asked looking down the 
road. “He is invited for dinner, 
too.”
“Nope,” was the short reply.
When everything was giving off 
spicy odors in the long, low, log-roofed 
dining room and every man in the 
bunkhouse had begun to feel that 
there would be only enough goose for 
himself, Carrie Ryan grew impatient.
“I knew he wouldn’t come," bragged 
Bowman, “but I did not want to tell 
you so."
Shyly he took her hand in his and 
for the first time Carrie did not ob­
ject. “If Cluyenne don’t think enough 
of me to come or even to let me know,
• he needn’t think that I care,” she said 
bravely, looking at the fine set of 
Alaskan fur on the center table. “He 
coud have at least sent me a little 
present or a note,” she thought to 
herself. Then out loud to the beam­
ing Jimmie she said, “You are really 
too nice to mo,” and slowly drew her 
hand away. “Lei’s go to dinner.” 
“She's mine,” he exulted and fol­
lowed her.
The men had hardly begun their 
great feast when they heard iron 
shoes clicking down the frozen lane 
and Carrie ran to the door expectant 
of Cheyenne. Instead she saw her 
favorite Cracker Jack, covered with 
frosted foam, pawing at the gate. 
Bowman started up when he recog­
nized the horse. “I might’ve known 
that fool Deacon would let a good 
horse get away from him," he cursed 
under his breath.
“Why, he’s  got your brand on him, j 
Jimme, and it’s still fresh,” cried the | 
perplexed girl.
Unable to conceal his embarsass- 
ment, but never thinking she had seen ' 
the horse before he stammered, “Y es; 
—a—I bought—I bought him down in j 
the Pryor country a few days ago.” |
“You bought him, why that’s----- •’’
Carrie hurried through the gate, call- j 
fng to her father. Cracker Jack kept I 
lifting his foot towards her as if 'he 
wanted to shake hands. Her w on-1 
dering face cleared suddenly and she 
clapped her hands excitedly.
"I have it. Father give me your 
knife and hold this poor pony’s left 
foot up.” Then, the surprised father, 
but more amazed Bowman, saw 'her • 
dig the snow from the horse’s shoe, i 
pull out the little bag, and from a 
water-soaked bit of paper, read slowly, 
“From William Maxwell to Carrie 
Ryan. a  Merry Christmas.”
Two days later a deputy rode up to j 
Cheyenne’s cabin and handed him a 
note which read: “I want to thank!
you for your beautiful Christmas pres­
ent. Will you please come in at once, 
and prove he is yours. At present 
there is a fresh “—” brand on h is ! 
r'ght shoulder, and Mr. Bowman I s ' 
spending Christmas with the sheriff.”
OLYMPIC ATHLETE 
WOULD COACH BEARS
George Phllbrook, a member of the 
American Olympic team and former j 
star tackle at Notre Dame, conferred ! 
with President Craighead and Phys­
ical Director Mustalne Thursday con­
cerning his application for the posi- j 
tion of football coach.
Phllbrook is anxious to coach a I 
Grizzly team. His application could! 
be given no definite consideration. I 
Several good football coaches wish to 
come to Montana, Schulte, an All- 
American man, now assistant coach * 
at Michigan, has also applied for the 
position.
Phllbrook was on his way to Se- i 
attle.
A H O L ID A Y  BALLAD.
Do your Christmas shopping early is 
no advice for me, I couldn’t buy the 
“phony” snow to sprinkle on the tree; I 
I’ll keep no store clerks working for i 
hours overtime, I couldn’t buy a gift if 
my choice went for a dime; Til spoil j 
no grand assortments of the season’s i 
merchandise; they’ll Interest me less 
than does poor old Jennie Brice; no 1 
over-worked expressman will have the | 
slightest cause to curse at me, for I 
refuse the role of Santa Claus; the' 
maddening crowd can revel and enjoy | 
their Christmas cheer, but for my days | 
of joy I’ll pick the glad New Year; the 
meaning of the shouting “shop early" j 
now is lost, for Christmas gifts are i 
bargains, and they go for less than j 
cost.
ED ITO R A N D  M AN AG ER  RESIGN. J
The resignations of Carl Dickey and) 
Peter Hansen, editor and manager of! 
The Kaimin, were received by the ex- 
ective committee of the Associated 
Students Saturday. The committee de­
layed its action upon the resignations 
until Tuesday.
Extra copies of this issue, ready for 
mailing, may be bought at the Library 
desk. Price, 5 cents.
;m r . r y m a n  e x p l a in s
METHODS OF BANKING
I J. H. T. Ryman, cashier of the 
Western Montana National bank and a 
member of the executive board of the 
University, addressed the class in 
j “Money and Banking” Wednesday, ex- 
j plaining national banking methods. 
Mr. Ryman emphasized the method of 
making reports to the comptroller of 
the currency.
1 Mr. Ryman, through his many years 
experience, is qualified to speak with 
authority on banking questions. His 
| talk was practical. Stories of his per­
sonal experiences as a 'banker added 
! snap tp It.
A TTEN T IO N  EN G IN EERS.
Write me if you are interested in a 
high grade set of Alteneder drawing 
instruments at less than cost; perfect 
condition. C. W. Griffin, Thompson 
Falls, Montana.—Adv.
t \
W H A T
T O
G E T
Is the burning question.. 
Bring your list along. 
We can save you much 
worry. Grand assort­
ment of Christmas gifts. 
It does not matter how 
much you want to spend 
we can please you.
Frank Borg
JEWELER
223 Higgins Avenue
The Royal Bakery
HIGH C LA SS  GOODS 
OUR MOTTO IS  '‘Q U A L ITY ” 
531 South Higgins Ave
Independent, 1687 Bell, 415
Missoula Laundry Co* 
W. Conway
Agent for University Students
N E W  M O D E L
OF THE
S T A N D A R D  
TYPEWRITERROYAL
The Latest Model of Any Typewriter on the Market 
Has Two-Color Ribbon, Back-Spacer, Tabulator and 
many new and valuable patented features that 
other typewriters do not have.
PRICE, $75.00
Send for “The Royal Book," 32 pages of typewriter information— 
the finest typewriter catalog ever issued. Yours for a postal card.
Royal Typewriter Company
J. D ICK INSO N , Local Agent.
Royal Typewriter Building New York City, New York.
Branches in all principal cities.
License Service Quality Always
BIJOU THEATRE
O U R
Splendid Pictures 
Unequalled Scenes 
Clever Conceptions 
Careful Photography 
Elaborate Settings 
Superb Acting 
Stamp Us With Success.
The M oat Convenient and Com fortable Theatre in the T ow n
T H E  M I S S O U L I A N
A modern, progressive newspaper; reliable, clean 
and consistent. Published every 
day in the year.
Leased-wire Associated Press report; com­
plete special state service and 
accurate local news.
The newspaper for the business man; for the 
professional man; for the home.
The Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those 
persons who are fastidious in their demands for 
artistic work in printing. Student societies and 
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing 
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print 
shop exactly what they require. The men who 
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line; 
to them printing is more than the mere sticking 
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They 
understand the real art of printing. This is why 
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in­
sist upon having fine work. To the student who 
has individual needs in this direction The Missou­
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic 
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon 
the care used in the selection of material. We 
ask consideration when any printing work is proj­
ected. We are sure that we can please you.
Missoulian Publishing Company
West Main Street, Missoula.
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THE GRIZZLIES OF 1912; THEIR DEFEATS AND THEIR VICTORIES -
EMES, SM EAD, BUSHA, KLEBE, CRA IG H EA D, HUNT, W IED M A N , D EH N ER T , STONE.j DA
Sensible Santa Claus Stocks Up at ^
R E I N H  A R D ’ S
Where he finds useful gifts that please both giv&r 
and recipient '
Cut Glass, Fancy China, Handy Tools, Silver. 
Hardware and Crockery 
J. P REINHARD
Ind. phone 572 Bell, 152 Red
| thing amiss and no points were al- i came to Missoula. The “Tiger Cats" 
1 lowed for the Varsity. in the home arena proved too fierce
The week following this game was I ôr visitors, who were taken down 
; spent in .Logan in preparation for the | * ne *° ^ e  *une of 39 to 3. In the
I game with the University of Utah on âst Orsf quarter, Carr, the
j November 2. 'The time was well J College fullback, put over the place 
j spent in perfecting several new for- I kick that saved his team from a shut- 
matlong which were tried out on the ou*- Montana s first touchdown wap 
j Aggies in a practice game/ This time *^e first four minutes of play
j the Bjruins scored easily on the [ ^  Owsley, who dodged through the 
Brighamites and made the score of j Collegians In a 35-yard run. Another 
the Saturday before look even more seven points was added :n the second
exaggerated.
University of Utah.
The Bruins left Logan on Thursday 
and arrived in salt Lake City in
quarter.
The third period was the harvest 
time. In a succession of long runs 
and steady line smashing, the Griz­
zlies paraded down the field for three
LEFT  TO R IGHT; SH R O ED ER, GAULT, RON AN, STREET , ANDERSO N , FORBES, DAY, SHAW , K ELLY .
I time for a , day's practice before the more touchdowns. Second string men 
j gam?. This game was the surprise were us:d in several places. In the 
Of the season, to the Rocky Mountain last quarter another touchdown made 
conference especially. The fast and | the final score 39 to 3.
| heavy Utah men had defeated every This victory gave the Varsity the 
j team they had met and when they state championship for the fifth con- 
were able to defeat the lighter Mon- secutive time. Although the Miners 
tanans by only 10-3, football fans In were not In the running, it is doubt- 
the northwest were startled. Up until ful if they could have made a very 
the last two minutes of play the | strong bid for the pennnat. 
score was 3 to 3; Owsley having bal- [
A football season is usually looked 
at In two ways, or rather from two 
sides, before and after—anticipation 
and realization. And in most cases 
there is a woeful lack of our-dreams- 
came-true when the retrospect is 
taken. That brings up the remarkable 
thing about the season of 1912; it looks 
just as good as it did some months 
ago when the air was full of castles, 
and that means dream fulfillment.
Coach, Captain and Manager.
The success of the season was made 
possible by the energy and confidence 
of many, but at the head of the list 
stand three men—Coach Philoon, Cap­
tain Dornblaser and Manager Whisler.
In Lieutenant Philoon the varsity 
had probably the best coach in its his­
tory. Confidence in him was estab­
lished by his reputation even before 
the season opened, and it was kept 
up by his ability and his personality. 
His material to start with was consid­
erably assorted. A few men had 
played together on the 1911 team, but 
a large number had come In from high 
schools and other colleges. To get 
these men working together under his 
system took some time, and the real 
strength of the machine did not be­
come apparent until the season had 
been well started. Then was seen an 
expression of the football genius that 
built up the Tale-beating cadet team.
The head coach was assisted during 
the season by Professor Cunningham 
of Virginia Polytechnic, Paul Green- 
ough of Tale and G'eorge Welsel of 
Minnesota. All of these men were 
with him at the beginning of the sea­
son, when the general plans for the 
fall's work were made. They were also 
on the field much of the time. Pro­
fessor Cunningham acted as faculty 
representative in football, and the bug­
aboo of inellgiblty which has hereto­
fore claimed more victims than have 
injuries, was kept from the squad as 
much by his efforts as by the leniency 
of the faculty.
The schedule as first announced 
listed II games, but through various 
agencies of bad luck the number of 
games played was only six. Interest
in the race for the state championship; 
was slackened by the failure of th e ' 
| Miners to appear with a team. This i 
I cut two games from the schedule. 
Washington State college cancelled 
their games two days before the slated i 
| date on account of excessive rains, 
j The games with Puget Sound univer- i 
] slty and the University of Idaho w ere! 
j cancelled because of difficulties over 
t guarantees, and because the coast trip
the field. In the third quarter Ows­
ley Intercepted a forward pass and ran 
back* ten yards. From then it was a 
steady march to the goal line, which 
Owsley crossed just before time for 
the quarter was called. The remainder 
of the game was straight football, with 
the Bruins having a little the* better 
of ic.
The whole game was slow and con­
sisted of straight football, with many
anced Fitzpatrick’s goal from place-1 
ment with a similar point winner in
Pullman Game Called Off. 
November 16 was the date sched-
STO N E  (Trainer), W H IS L E R  (Manager), G R EENO U G H  (Assistant-Coach), 
(Head Coach), O W SLEY, D ESC H A M P S, MCCARTHY.
was considered hard enough without 
them.
Montana State College.
The first two scheduled games were 
with the School of Mines. When they 
were called off the opening game was 
postponed two weeks until October 
19, when the Bruins met the state col- 
I legians In Bozeman, and beat them 7-0. 
The varsity had never doubted a vic­
tory, but were hardly prepared for 
the desperate stand of the Bozeman- 
ites. For the whole first half neither 
side had the advantage, and time was 
called with the ball in the middle of
H. E. Wellington A. C. Creek
“We do not disappoint”
The Butte Cleaners
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing 
Ladies’ work a specialty. French dry cleaning process. 
Work Guaranteed 
Phones—Ind., 2226; Bell, 500 Red 
508 S. Higgins Avenue Missoula, Mont.
j fumbles and little machine work. Its 
value to the varsity was to expose the 
weak points, which were made so evl- 
I dent that most of them were well 
I remedied before the trip into Utah.
Utah Aggies.
I The "jinx” that has pursued the var- 
j sity in all their games with the Utah 
l Aggies was on the job when they met' 
I the Mormons in Logan on October 26. 
The Bruins were beaten 17 to 0, but 
the difference in strength was not as 
evident as the score tells. A touch­
down made by Montana was not al­
lowed by the officials. Three times 
the ball was hammered over the line, 
once going six feet beyond, but in 
each case the officials found some­
th e fourth quarter. With the score I for the meeting with Washington 
I tied and but five minutes to play the College at Pullman. On the day
Grizzlies fought for every inch and b®f°r® the team was to have left for 
were playing even with the Mormons. | the game, Manager Whisler received 
In the last two minutes the Utah men I a telegram calling off the game on ac- 
opened up and shot a forward pass | c°unt of rain, which had turned the 
| which wag intercepted by Shaw, who I fleld at Pullman Into a lagoon. He 
! was unable to hold It. The ball I then tried to have the game played In 
bounced into the arms of Captain Missoula, but the time was too short
for any new arrangements and It was 
cancelled for good. W. S. C. is a 
member of the Northwest conference 
I and for that reason it would have been 
of value to play them.
Gonzaga University.
The first game of the coast trip was 
played with Gonzaga university .in 
Spokane on November 23. The "Tiger 
Cats’’# were victors over the fighting 
Irishmen by the score of 16 to 7. The 
game was slowed by the poor physical 
I condition of the Gonzagans. In the 
last half time was called so often that 
fast play was impossible.
Straight football and open work with 
forward passrs and end runs were 
I used equally by both teams. Montana 
exceeded in the number of first downs 
j and in the total yardage made. Ro- 
nan had his knee twisted in the fourth 
play so badly that he was taken from 
the game.
Willamette University.
I In the Willamette university game, 
the Grizzlies received a surprise. It 
was well known that the Methodists 
werj husky and had some fast men 
and a hard game was expected, but the 
real thing was more than had been 
anticipated. Even as it was, the Var­
sity would not have been so outplayed 
had they been in shape.
In the first quarter the Grizzlies had
D O R N B LA SE R  (Captain), PH ILO ON
Gardner, Utah's center, who had no
the twentyopposition in covering 
I yards to the goal line.
A particular feature of the game I it on their opponents. They scored in 
was the tackling of the Grizzlies. It the first five minutes and generally 
wa8 hard and sure and a great sur- outplayed the Methodists. Then the 
I prise to the Utah backs. Hardly a Willamette men got together better, 
tackle was made by one man. Two or j Smead was taken out with a useless 
three would hit the runner together. knee and Montana was rushed.
This was the game that won for the At the end of the first half the 
Varsity the title of "The Tiger Cats,” J Grizzlies were still playing good, fast 
bestowed by Utah sport writers. This ball, but in the first of the third pe- 
was also the last game of the season | riod when Owsley was taken out the 
for Quarterback Kelly. A broken I Salemltes began to get in their work, 
shoulder bone and two damaged ribs I From then on they crossed the goal 
tied him up in a sling for the rest of u„e at regular periods and when time 
the season. I was called they had rolled up 30 points
On November 9, the Montana State against the “Tiger Cat's” 9.
I
IT MUST
attmn
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FOR T H E  TRAVELER, H AS H E  A CO LLAR BAG?
You should see the splendid men's 
sets, consisting: of military brushes, 
hat brush, cjothes brush, tooth and 
nail brush, French bevel mirror, soap 
box, talcum can, comb and manicure 
scissors, nail file, etc.—all In a genu­
ine walrus traveling case, $10.00. A 
splendid gift for any man.
We show a splendid line of bath 
robes, smoking jackets, slippers and 
everything for a man's comfort after 
a hard day's work. Smoking jackets 
at $5.00 and more. Bath robes and 
house coats, $5.00 to $20.00. Slippers 
from $1.00 up. Many of them In neat 
traveling cases that serve as a wall 
receptacle, for the slippers when open.
Woodbury foot gloves (fit the pock­
et when folded) $3.00 111 neat vlci case.
Are 'you sure he has a bag for his 
collars, his handkerchiefs or his 
hose? Or does he find collars, hand­
kerchiefs, sox, ties and peppermint 
lozenges al| in one jellied mass in the 
lower right hand drawer for want of 
a better place to keep them? We 
have a splendid line of collar bags 
with draw strings or hinged top at 
from $1 to $2.50. Little leather boxes, 
with separate compartments for pins, 
collar buttons, cuff links, etc., make a 
neat.and inexpensive gift.
We've a new necktie holder that's 
different from anything you'll see else­
where. It provides a means of keep­
ing ties from getting soiled or dusty 
while# hanging, $5.00.
Thoughtful wives and sweethearts 
will remeiftber the men with 
useful gifts from the exclu­
sive men’s store.
They want them for automobiling, for 
the street, for any outdoor pur­
pose, they like the luxury 
of plenty of pockets.
Shopping will be easy this Christ­
mas for the person who is thought­
ful enough to give him something 
practical and useful from B. & A. 
our intimate knowledge of. a man's 
needs will aid you in your selection 
and make gift-buying a lighter, more 
pleasant task than you expected.
Gift buying in a modern men’s 
store like ours is no longer re­
stricted to a necktie or a pair 
of suspenders. The liberal assort­
ment you will find here is not 
confined to men’s' wearing apparel 
alone, but Includes a large variety of 
men's jewelry, tie pins, cuff links, 
swivel watch chains (worn across the 
upper vest pockets), evening dress 
sets and the like. Our line of leather 
novelties is the very finest and fully 
up to the high standard of quality 
that marks every article we sell.
Read every word on this page and 
next time you are up town see our 
Christmas windows. A look at our 
spacious display and a half hour in 
our store will enlighten you on the 
gift question and help you to "Make 
the Man's Christmas Merry.”
■ The new 'departure of offering men’s 
overcoats for women Is not exactly 
& "departure.” Like the old story of 
the first - apple ' “the women started 
It." The plan originated with a large 
exclusive men's shop. In New York 
city. They found that women were 
buying men's overcoats without being 
invited to do so. It began, tradition 
says, with some woman who started 
for a neighborly call on a crisp, fall 
evening. In order to save time and 
to be informal, she put on her hus­
band's overcoat. It looked so well on 
her and was so comfortable and con­
venient, and had so many good pock-- 
ets, a feature that women’s garments 
lack, that she went. to a clothier next 
day and bought one for herself.
Merchants In the larger cities have 
been quick to realize the advantage 
of this new demand for mannish 
styles for women.and, are now featur­
ing them in their windows. The 
other day we tried .one of our over­
coats on a young lady and discov­
ered that the beautiful "L" styled gar­
ments we feature were, perhaps, bet­
ter adapted to the fair sex than any 
other make.
The styles are distinctly men's 
styles; nothing feminine about them 
but the narrow English shoulders and 
belted backs now so much the vogue 
for men, are particularly adapted to 
a woman's figure.
The fabrics, linings and trimmings 
are such as are uncommon In wom­
en’s clothes; the tailoring is- of the 
highest class and the prices are about 
half what women usually pay for tai­
lored garments. Add to this the big 
reductions now pending on our entire 
stock of overcoats, and you have an 
irresistible combination. Whether you 
Intend to buy or not we would like 
very much to have you try on a few 
of . these overcoats next time you are 
shopping.
And—while we're dwelling on ..the. 
subject of men’s clothes for women, 
we might add that it Is considered 
very, very fashionable In eastern style 
centers, for women to carry canes with 
tailored suits. The new umbrella cane, 
now on' display in our windows, would 
be Ideal for thid purpose.
take this opportun-
ity to wish the readers of 
the Kaimin a Very filerry
Christmas and a fioppy JYew year. 
The New year will find us even better 
equipped to serve the men and young men 
with up-to-the minute apparel of the high­
est quality. That nothing is too good for 
Missoula and Missoulians shall always be 
the creed and practice of
RIGH T  ON T H E  “T ICK
Most young men like to be up-to- 
the-minute In dress, and as fashion 
has declared the wide four-in-hand 
tie and a collar that spreads enough 
to accommodate a larger knot, to be 
the thing, many young fellows would 
appreciate one of the new heavy silk 
cravats we've just unpacked—or a box 
of the new English collars In his size. 
No man can have too many ties or 
collars. These new styles in ties and 
collars require a larger tie pin—per­
haps he hasn't one. They’re $1, $1.50 
$2 and $2.50.
Here’s a holiday hint that will help 
you; Simply pass around Christmas 
boxes of Interwoven socks among the 
men you want to remember. The box 
with its pretty picture, gives the hol­
iday touch. And the makers have 
made the socks so good that every 
man who knows them, wears them. 
In cotton, 25c a pair; in lisle, 35c, and 
In the silk, 50c. Sold singly or in 
boxes of two, four or six pairs in any 
grade.
T H IN G S  FOR FORM ALITY. C O N F ID EN C E  IN QUALITY.
There's a lot of satisfaction In pat­
ronizing a store that you can have ab­
solute confidence In. Quality may be 
counterfeited by mere appearance. 
Nowadays the name and reputation oi 
a store is often a surer guarantee of 
quality than the buyers own' judg­
ment. Nine chances out of ten that 
he would come to this store for his 
gift If he were buying It himself.
Cravat and sox that happily har­
monize In a leather case that will 
serve as a traveling case, makes a 
neat and inexpensive gift. They' Come 
In all the fashionable shades at $1.50 
and $2.00.
BE GOOD TO YOURSELF.
A big, warm, sweater coat, with a 
shawl roll collar that makes it ideal, 
for “ skating and 'out-of-doors sports, 
would be appreciated by any girl. The 
superb line- we show varies In price 
from $3.50-to $7.60 in red, white, tan, 
and two shades of gray. The styles 
are distinctively “mannish'' and look 
“just like a fellow's.” Skating toques 
to match them at 75c.
• la use. Don t forget that you owe 
yourself something at Christmas time. 
F a v o r  yourself, rather than take a 
chance on someone’s generosity.
To be of right good cheer- and to 
bave a Merry Christmas be prepared 
personalty. ■ Look spick and span when 
you greet old friends and relatlvea 
How’s this for "Good will toward 
men?” Purchase your requisites now, 
and if you receive similar fixings from 
.those "near and dear,” bring them 
back after the holidays.
You should worry! If unable to de­
cide what to give, a B. & A. gift bond 
will enable him to do his own choosing.
m r n m x-  A  i J e m
